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estern State High School 
Presents 
The Highlander 
FORWARD ... 
This year our steps have lead us 
down many paths and by-paths which 
in retrospect seem a veritable maze. 
Consequently, we have chosen 
usteps" as our theme and have tried to 
represent many of them in this book 
so we can wander once more through
those paths and preserve a little for 
our memories. 
MARY SMITH AND STAFF 
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Dedication 
We dedicate this book to FRANK W. JERSE in appre­
ciation for his outstanding teaching in the sociology 
department, and for his willingness to always lend a 
sympathetic ear to one in need. 
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Well, Seniors. the time is slipping by, your graduation will soon be here. But on that 
September in 1953 you didn't feel quite so confident as you bashfully watched your big brothers 
and sisters at the Get-Acquainted Dance. You seen became oriented though; electing as class 
officers Clarke Godfrey, Jim Brown, Jan Correll. and John Garside as President. Vice-President, 
Secretary. and Treasurer respectively. You were well represented in athletics, clubs, committees, 
and on Student Council. You were also the highest selling class in the magazine sale and had 
the highest salesman. Patti Paull. 
When you returned to school as Sophomores you noticed many new faces. Jim Brown was 
picked as leader of your class, with able assistance from Rich Howson as Vice-President, Carol 
Schutz as Secretary, and Clarke Godfrey as Treasurer. As Sophomores you participated in many 
school activities and organizations with Vern Wade starring on varsity football and many boys 
interested in the reserve teams. Pat Borgman and Jan Correll were elected to serve as reserve 
cheerleaders. 
The first day of your Junior year was spent not only in buying books but also in ordering 
your class rings. You wasted no time in choosing class ott icers, and when the final results were 
announced, Vern Wade was your new President. John Boyd your Vice-President. Judy Grote your 
Secretary. and Dick Born, your Treasurer. Joan Blanchette was kept busy as general chairman for 
your biggest project so far - the Junior-Senior Prom. On Student Council. Mary Lou Allen repre­
sented the Juniors as Secretary and Suzanne Lennartson was chairman of the Citizenship Commit­
tee. There were also many Juniors on the various committees and in school organizations. In sports 
the boys had all graduated to the varsity teams, with Robin Limpus, Jan Correll, Pat Borgman, 
and Penny Lyon helping the spirit along as varsity cheerleaders. 
At last it had happened! You had reached yoU1 Senior year. To run the school the student 
body had elected John Boyd, Suzanne Lennartson. and Joan Blanchette. All the committees were 
headed by Seniors and Mary Smith was the editor of the Highlander. The football team looked 
very impressive. captained by Vern Wade who also made the all-state team. Suaznne Lennartson 
had the honor of being chosen 1956 Homecoming Queen. Clarke Godfrey was captain of the 
cross-country team. As fall turned into winter. interests turned to basketball. Rich Howson and 
Dave Fuller were the elected co-captains and Marilyn Wilsey reigned as queen of the basketball 
court. Next spring sports took the spotlight. The seniors who were captains were: Jorn Kemerling 
in baseball. Jon Scott in tennis and John Boyd and Ken Hartman in track. Cheerleaders were Robin 
Limpus. Jan Correll, and Penny Lyon. The days were passing quickly now. Many events that are 
so special to seniors were happening. Skip Day. the Senior Banquet, the Honors Assembly, Prom, 
and of course, Graduation. You have made many friendships that you will remember always, but 
you can not stop here. you have new horizons facing you. Good luck. class of 1957! 
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DONALD ALGUIRE 
'"Full of fun and mischief too" ... jazz lover . . artistic ... 
\ 
MARY LOU ALLEN 
Cross Country 2-3-4. 
Friendship Comm. 1; Bridge Club 
1; Choir Club 1; Travel Club 2; 
Citizenship Comm. 3-4 (Chairman 
4); Highlights 3; Student Council 
Sec. 3; Blue and Gold Planning 
Comm. 3; Monitor 3-4; Highlander 
4; Automatic Member of All Comm. 
3-4; Student Council 3-4. 
"Small axes fell great trees·· ... dependable worker ... leader 
short stuff ... 
DIANA ANDERSON 
Future Nurses 2-3-4 (Program Chair­
man 2). 
"Think before thou speakest" . . . artistic . . . willing . . . 
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SUSAN ASHLEY 
Choir Club l ;  Blue and Gold Revue 
2; International Club 2; Travel Club 
3; Ensemble Club 3. 
"As the sun colors flowers, so does art color life" .. 
Allegan . . . "psychiatrist" 
CRAIG BABCOCK 
Blue and Gold Revue 2-3-4; Swim­
ming Club 2; Football 2-3-4; Track 
2; Ensemble Club 3; Math Club 
3-4 (Vice-Pres. 4); Science Club 4. 
"He who has patience may compass anything" ... dance band 
football ... 
1) 
PATRICIA BAKER 
Fin-ettes 1-2-3-4; Service Comm. 
1-4; Citizenship Comm. l; Life Sav­
ing l; Blue and Gold Revue 2-3; 
Sec. Girls' Athletic Club 2; Pho­
tography Club Pres. 3; Operetta 3. 
"She looks serious but you never can tell" . . auburn hair ... 
smiling . . . friendly ... 
---~ I 
·"'. 
try 2-3-4 Cross Coun 
JAMES BETKE 
Swimming Club 2; Bridge Club 1; 
Basketball 1; Homeroom Vice-Pres. 
2; Sports Club 2; Monitor 2-3-4; 
Play Production Club 3; Forensics 
3; Chess Club 3-4; Class Pres. 4; 
Homeroom Pres. 4; Spanish Club 
4; Citizenship Comm. 4; Operetta 
3-4; Blue and Gold Revue 3-4; 
Choir Pres. 4. 
"Either I find a way or make one" ... student ... singer ... 
true friend . . . 
DONALD BISCEGLIA 
Rifle Club I; Movie Projection Club 
1; Football 1-2·3-4; Basketball 1; 
Baseball l; Outdoor Club 3; Study 
Club 3; Social Comm. 4; Tennis 4. 
"A good sort and a good sport" ... "clocker's club" ... 
always laughing ... good friend .. . 
JOAN BLANCHETTE 
Girls' Athletic Association 2; Social 
Dancing Club 2; Homeroom Sec. 2; 
Fin-ettes 2-3-4 (Treas. 3, Sec. 4); 
Friendship Comm. 2; Homeroom 
Pres. 3; Homeroom Vice-Pres. 3; 
Prom Chairman 3; Highlights 3; 
Pep Club 3; Social Comm. 3; Ser­
vice Comm. 3; Monitor 3-4; Student 
Council 3-4; Highlander 4; Student 
Council Sec. 4; Teen Page Reporter 
4; P.T.S.A. 4; Student Council Cab­
inet 4; Automatic Member of All 
Comm. 4. 
"To be of use to the world is the only way to be happy" .. 
a diligent worker ... a faithful friend . .. on the ball . .  
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-----�- Swimming Club 2; Rifle Club 2; 
Football 2-3; Baseball 2-3-4; Sci­
ence Club 3-4. 
ROBERT BOMMERSBACH 
"Quiet man but there's fun in his heart" ... dark hair ... 
easy going . . . 
PATRICIA BORGMAN 
Fin-ettes 1-2-3-4 (Sec. 2. Vice-Pres. 
4); Study Club 1-3-4; Pep Club 
2-3-4; Monitor 2-3-4; Homeroom Sec. 
2; Spanish Club 3-4 (Sec. 4); Citi­
zenship Comm. 3; Social Comm. 
3-4; Blue and Gold Revue 3-4; 
Cheerleader 3-4; Homecoming Foot­
ball Court 4. 
"Blessed is the one who has the gift of making friends" 
lots of pep ... school supporter ... 
\ 
RICHARD BORN 
Blue and Gold Review 2; Science 
Club 2-3; Service Comm. 2; Moni­
tor 3-4; Homeroom Pres. 3; Class 
Treas. 3; Chess Club 3; Student 
Council Treas. 4; Student Council 
4; Highlander 4; P.T.S.A. 4; Auto­
matic Member of All Comm. 4; 
Student Council Cabinet 4. 
"Can we ever have too much of a good thing?" ... cheerful 
. .. talkative 
JOHN BOWEN 
Science Club 2-3-4; Chess Club 3; 
Service Comm. 4. 
"Meekness is not weakness" .. science ... the volks . . . 
JOHN BOYD 
Football 2-3-4; Track 2-3-4 (Co-Capt. 
4); Homeroom Pres. 3; Class Vice­
Pres. 3; Math Club 3-4 (Pres. 4); 
Science Club 3-4; Chess Club 3; 
"S" Club 4; Student Council Pres. 
4; Student Council 3-4; P.T.S.A. 4; 
Student Council Cabinet 4; Auto­
matic Member of All Comm. 4. 
"He is capable of doing anything" ... leader ... depth of 
character ... 
MARILYN BRINK 
Play Production Club 1; Service 
Comm. 1; Future Nurses 2-4 (Treas. 
2); Blue and Gold Revue 2-4; Inter­
national Club 2; Operetta 4; Drum 
Majorette 4. 
"What wisdom can you find that is greater than kindness" 
nurse . . . sincere . . . 
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JAMES BROWN 
Class Vice-Pres. 1; Homeroom Vice­
Pres. 1; Football 1-2-3-4; Basketball 
1-2-3-4; Baseball 1-3-4; Student 
Council 1-2-4; Rifle Club l; Class 
Pres. 2; Homeroom Pres. 2; Co­
Chairman Monitor 1; Highlights 
Luncheon 2; Service Comm. 2-3-4; 
Social Comm. 2-3-4; Citizenship 
Comm. 3; Friendship Comm. 3; 
Canteen Board 3-4; Inter-school 
Council 3-4 (Vice-Pres. 4); " S" Club 
4; Math Club 4; Highlander 4. 
"Climb high, climb far, your goal the sky, your aim the star" 
quarterback ... school spirit ... 
,.., ___________ Choir Club 1-2; Bridge Club l; Blue 
{! 
NANCY BROWN 
and Gold Revue 2; Spanish Club 
3-4 (Treas. 3, Vice-Pres. 3); En­
semble 3; Pep Comm. 4; Service 
Comm. 4; Monitor 4. 
"It is not enough to do good; one must do it the right way" ... 
barrel of fun ... talker .. 
SANDRA BURKE 
Bible Club Sec. 2; Homeroom Treas. 
3; Homeroom Pres. 3; Future 
Nurses 3-4 (Treas. 3); Math Club 3; 
Citizenship Comm. 3-4; Service 
Comm. 3; Friendship Comm. 3-4; 
Operetta 3-4; Blue and Gold Revue 
4; Study Club 4. 
"Make much of one; good men are scarce" ... Holland bound 
. . . dependable , . 
------------ Bridge Club l; Study Club 1-3; 
BARBARA BURLING 
Play Production Club 2; Service 
Comm. 2-3; Homeroom Pres. 3; 
Homeroom Vice - President 3 - 4; 
Highlights 3; Social Comm. 3-4; 
Student Council 1-3-4; Monitor 2-3-
4; Highlander 4; Pep Comm. 4; 
Blue and Gold Revue 3-4. 
"To know her is to know her worth" ... friendly disposition ... 
sincere ... 
ROSEMARY BURNETT 
Speech Contest 2; Homeroom Pres. 
2: Forensics Club 2; Future Nurses 
Club 2; Math Club 2-3-4 (Sec. 3-4); 
Modern Dance 3; Homeroom Sec. 
3: Dramatics Club 3; Highlights 3; 
Creative Writing 3; Assembly 
Comm. 3-4; Play Production Club 
3-4: Science Club Vice-Pres. 4; Blue 
and Gold Revue 4; School Play 4; 
Social Comm. 4. 
"She does what she sets out to do" ... smart ... 
values her friends 
MARY CARNEY 
Swing Club 2; Blue and Gold Re­
vue 2; Play Production 2-3: Math 
Club 3-4: Service Comm. 3-4 (Chair­
man 4); Fin-ettes 3-4; Monitor 3-4; 
Student Council 4; Highlander 4; 
Student Council Cabinet 4; Auto­
matic Member of All Comm. 4. 
"There never was a saint with red hair" ... good worker ... 
Florida gal ... 
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ROGER CLARKE 
Choir Club 1; Records Club 1; 
Movie Club 1: Study Club 1; Oper­
etta l; Science Club 2: Automotive 
Club 2-3; Photography Club 3: Out­
door Club 3. 
"Men of few words are the best men" ... interested ... quiet 
JAMES COLEMAN 
Study Club 1-2-4; Swimming Club 
1-2; Football 1-2-3-4; Tennis 2: Auto 
Club 3; Outdoor Club 3; Track 4.
"Never say more than is necessary" ... shy grin ... fun ... 
THOMAS COOK 
Homeroom Treas. 2: Homeroom 
Vice-Pres. 3-4: Football 2-3-4; Track 
4: "S" Club 4: Swimming Club 2: 
Friendship Comm. 3-4; Outdoor 
Club 3; Auto Club 3; Quiet Games 
2. 
"Not that I love study less; but I love fun more" . . bright eyes 
. .. slow grin ... 
JAN CORRELL 
Class Sec. 1; Service Comm. 1; 
Pep Comm. 2-3-4; Social Comm. 3; 
Play Production 1; Glee Club 1; 
Cheerleader 2-3-4 (Capt. 4); Oper­
etta 2; Highlights 3; Friendship 
Comm. Chairman 4; Monitors 4; 
Blue and Gold Revue 3; Inter­
school Council 4; Student Council 
4; Automatic Member of All Comm. 
4; Student Council Cabinet 4. 
"Nothing great was ever achieved without enthusiasm" 
happy ... vivacious ... 
EDWARD CROCKETT 
Basketball 2-3-4; Baseball 2-3-4; 
Homeroom Pres. 3; Student Council 
3; Cross Country 4; Homeroom 
Treas. 4. 
"I wasn't born yesterday" ... cat man ... cut grin 
Blue and Gold Revue 2; Travel 
Club 2-4; Chess Club 4; Auto Club 
3; Pep Band 3; Football 4; Base­
ball 4. 
DOUGLAS DAUGHERTY 
"We know little of him but what we know is good" ... reserved 
. . good friend . . 
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DANIEL DAVIDSON 
Play Production 1-2; Motion Picture 
1-2; Assembly Comm. 2; School 
Play 1; Travel Club 2; Monitors 4; 
Citizenship Comm. 4; Blue and 
Gold Revue 4; Glee Club 4; Oper­
etta 4; Cross Country I; Track I. 
"He must be known to be appreciated" .. intelligent ... sincere 
PAUL DE KORTE 
Swimming Club 1; Movie Projection 
I; Pep Club 1-3-4; Operetta 2-3-4; 
Blue and Gold Revue 2-3-4; Reserve 
Letter 2; Band Vice-Pres. 3; Glee 
Club Pres. 3; Ensemble 3; Student 
Council 4; Assembly Comm. Chair­
man 4; Band Pres. 4; Glee Club 4; 
Automatic Member of All Comm. 4; 
Student Council Cabinet 4.
"There is no truer truth obtainable by man than comes of music" .. 
musician ... nice looking . 
FRANK ELL 
Operetta 2; Blue and Gold Revue 
2-3-4; Outdoor Club 3; Ensemble 3; 
Swing Club 3; Citizenship Comm. 
4; Pep Band 3-4. 
"Deep dark eyes running over with glee" ... clarinet ... 
flat top ... 
--
1 , 
DAVID FULLER 
Assembly Comm. 2; Outdoor Club 
3; Auto Club 3; Football 2-3-4; 
Baseball 2-3; Track 4; Basketball 2-
3-4; "S" Club 4; Basketball Co­
Capt. 4.
"He who can avoid women, let him avoid them" ... lanky . .. 
easy going . 
JOHN GARSIDE 
Bridge Club 1-2; Auto Club 3; 
Math Club 3; Homeroom Vice-Pres. 
3-4; Outdoor Club 3; Social Comm. 
4; Pep Comm. 4; Student Council 4; 
Class Treas. 1. 
"A little man may cast a great shadow" 
... understanding ... 
"one of the boys" 
HENRY GAYLORD 
Rifle Club 1; Swimming Club 1; 
Auto Club 3; Outdoor Club 3; High­
lights 3; Citizenship Comm. 4; Bas­
ketball l; Football 2; Track 1-2-3-4. 
"I have never seen him other than in the happiest mood" 
hod rodder ... always a smile ... 
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SHARON GILDEA 
Play Production 1; Choir Club 1; 
Social Comm. 1-3; Blue and Gold 
Revue 1-2-3-4; Home Economics 
Club 2; Citizenship Comm. 2-3; 
Highlights 3; Monitors 2-3-4; Oper­
etta 1-3-4; Highlander 4; Pep 
Comm. 3-4; Friendship Comm. 4; 
Sec. of Homeroom 4. 
"If she's a friend of yours, depend on her" 
interested ... 
. school spirit .. . 
CLARKE GODFREY 
Pres. of Freshman Class; Student 
Council 1-4; Swimming Club 1-2; 
Rifle Club 1-2; Treas. of Sophomore 
Class; Pep Comm. 2-3; Friendship 
Comm. 2-4; European Travel Club 
2; Math Club 2-3-4; Citizenship 
Comm. 3-4; Treas. of Homeroom 3; 
"S" Club 3-4 (Treas. 4); Highlander 
(Business Mgr.) 4; Pres. of Home­
room 4; Monitors 4; Football 1; 
Basketball 1-2-3-4; Track 1-2-3-4; 
Cross Country 3-4 (Capt. 4). 
"He thinks like a philosopher. and acts like a king" ... 
on the ball ... cross country ... leader ... 
JUDITH GROTE 
Future Nurses 2-3; Fin-ettes 2-3-4 
(Sec. 3); Social Dancing 2; Friend­
ship Comm. 2-3; Sec. of Junior 
Class; Homeroom Sec. 3; High­
lander 3-4; Pep Comm. 3-4; Social 
Comm. 3; Service Comm. 4; Mon­
itors 3-4; Student Council 4; Pres. 
of Homeroom 4; Sec. of Senior 
Class; Football Court 3. 
"Innocence in her grin" ... curly hair . . blusher . 
KENNETH HARTMAN 
Life-saving Club 3: Outdoor Club 
3; Football 2-3-4; Track 2-4 (Co­
Capt. 4): Basketball 2: Science Club 
4. 
"He who does not love wine, women, and song, remains a fool 
his whole life long ... ladies' man ... "I done it" ... 
DAVID HERMAN 
Movie Projector Club I: Study Club 
I: Play Production Club 2-3: Sci­
ence Club 3-4: Math Club 4; School 
Play 4. 
"Seen but seldom heard" ... professor . . . rockets . . . 
NANCY HOTNEIER 
Fin-ettes 1-2-3-4 (Vice-Pres. 3): Play 
Production 1-2-3-4 (Pres. 3); Future 
Nurses 2: Highlights 3; Pep Comm. 
2; Play 3; Citizenship Comm. 2-4; 
Social Comm. 3-4; Prom Comm. 3; 
Moniter 4; Highlander 4. 
"The spice of life is an argument" ... talker ... blond hair ... 
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WINSHIP HOW ARD 
Hot-Rod Club 3 (Pres.); Chess Club 
3; Science Club 4; Clocker's Club 4. 
'TH suit my fancy in every way" ... mechanically minded ... 
"the wrecker" ... 
<;: .. _,,,, 
RICHARD HOWSON 
Basketball 1-2-3-4 (Co-Capt. 4); 
Football Manager 2; Homeroom 
Vice-Pres. 3; Vice-Pres. of Class 2: 
Homeroom Pres. 2; Homeroom Vice­
Pres. 1; "S" Club 1-2-3-4: Bridge 
Club I; Citizenship Comm. 3-4; So­
cial Comm. 3-4; Prom Comm. 3; 
Cross-Country 3-4; Highlander 4. 
"What dwarfs men are" . . height ... poetry critic ... 
SAUNDRA HYBELS 
Service Comm. 2-3-4; Future Nurses 
2: Fin-ettes 2: Travel Club 2: For­
ensics 2: Highlights 3; Teen-Page 
Reporter 3-4; Pen-Pal Club 3; Pep 
Comm. 4; Red Cross 4; Highlander 
4. 
"Leisure is the time for doing something useful" ... well read ... 
dependable ... 
DEXTER JENNINGS 
Travel Club 2; Quiet Games Club 
2; Track 4; Choir 4. 
"He's a sure card" ... cute ... steady man ... 
CAROLYN KAERCHER 
Fin-ettes I; Blue and Gold Revue 
1-2-3-4; Choir Club I; Operetta 2; 
Ensemble Club 3; Swing Band 3-4; 
Drum Majorette 4; Band 1-2-3-4; 
Spanish Club 4.
"Nothing is so popular as kindness" ... flute . . joker . 
JAMES KEMERLING 
Football 2-3-4; Basketball 2-3-4; 
Baseball 2-3-4 (Capt. 4); "S" Club 
3-4; Social Comm. 3-4; Friendship
Comm. 3; Pep Comm. 4; Spanish 
Club 4.
"The skill to do comes from doing" . . . bastball . . . dancer . . 
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ANDREW LENDERINK 
Movie Projector Club I; Basketball 
1-2-3-4; "S" Club 2-3-4; Homeroe,m 
Vice-Pres. 2; Rifle Club 2; Football 
Manager 2; Homeroom Pres. 3;
Cross Country 4; Track 4.
"There is great ability in knowing how to conceal one's ability" ... 
sharp dresser ... true friend ... 
Pep Band I; Choir Club I; Travel 
Club I; Service Comm. 2; Social 
Comm. 2-3; Blue and Gold Revue 
1-2-3-4; Citizenship Comm. Chair­
man 3; Homeroom Sec.-Treas. 3; 
Spanish Club 3-4 (Sec. 3, Vice-Pres. 
4); Pep Comm. 3; Football Court 
3; Basketball Court 3; Track Queen
3; Inter-school Council 4; Vice-Pres. 
Student Council 4; Study Club 4; 
Football Queen 4; Automatic Mem­
ber of All Comm. 4; Student Coun­
cil Cabinet 3-4. 
SUZANNE LENNARTSON 
"Envied by some; admired by all" .. all around girl ... 
real George . . .  
ROBIN LIMPUS 
Glee Club I; Study Club I; Play 
Production Club I; Operetta I; 
Social Comm. 1-3; Homeroom Sec. 
2; Highlights 3; Pep Comm. 3-4 
(Chairman 4); Highlander 4; Cheer­
leader 3-4; Automatic Member of 
All Comm. 4; Student Council Cab­
inet 4. 
"It is the personalities that move ages" ... youngest senior ... 
cheerleader ... hard worker ... 
/ 
I 
1 
ROGER LUDWIG 
Football 2-3-4; Track 2; Auto Club 
3. 
"A man every inch of him" ... football ... cars . 
PENELOPE LYON 
Study Club 1; Service Comm. 1; 
Play Production Club 2; Bridge 
Club 2; Fin-ettes 2; Blue and Gold 
Revue 2-3-4; Highlights 3; Cheer­
leaders 3-4; Pep Comm. 3-4; Social 
Comm. 4. 
"A woman's mind like the winter wind changes oft" 
small and peppy ... sharp dresser ... 
• 
ALICE MABIE 
Glee Club l; Study Club l; Mon­
itor 2-3-4; Highlights 3; Social 
Comm. 3-4; Pep Comm. 4; Home­
room Treas. 4; Highlander 4. 
"Everyone's friend" ... understanding ... artistic ... 
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JAMES MALONE 
Track 2; Play 2; Play Production 
Club 2-3 (Vice - Pres. 2, Business 
Mgr. 3); Auto Club 3; Chess Club 
3-4; lnter-school Safety Council 3-4 
(Vice-Pres. 3. Pres. 4); Service 
Comm. 4. 
"He is determined to conquer the problem before him" . . . debater 
politician . . . 
Hot Rod Club 3; Automotive Comm. 
3; Play Production 2; Study Club 4. 
WILLIAM NOYES 
"A quiet manner but there's fun in his heart" ... dimples . 
friendly ..  
ALICE OSTERBERG 
Choir Club 1; Study Club 1; Ser­
vice Comm. 1-2-4; Religion Club 2; 
Play Production Club 2; Operetta 
1-2-3-4; Blue and Gold Revue 1-2-
3-4; Citizenship Comm. 2; Forensics 
Club 3; Assembly Comm. 3; Sci• 
ence Club 4 . 
"Hide not thy talents, they for use were made" ... artist ... 
studious ... 
.------------ Football l; Basketball 1-2; Rifle 
JOSEPH PASSAFIUME 
Club l ;  Swimming Club 2; Quiet 
Games Club 2; Track 2; Homeroom 
Pres. 2; Hot Rod Club 3. 
"A genial disposition brings its owner friends" ... funny man 
... "fisherman" ... 
PATTI PAULL 
Spanish Club 1; Play Production 
!; Forensics l; Operetta 1-2-3-4; 
Service Comm. 1-4; Highlights 3; 
Dramatics Club 4; Blue and Gold 
Revue 2-3-4; Religion Club 2. 
"Music fills the need in every life" ... beautiful voice ... sincere . 
JACK PEARSON 
Projection Club 1; Swimming Club 
1-2-4; Rifle Club 1; Football 1; 
Basketball 1-2; Baseball l; Goll 
2-3-4; Friendship Comm. 2-3-4; Out• 
door Club 3; Hot Rod Club 3; 
Cross Country 4; Swimming Team 
4; Bridge Club 2. 
"There's a little bit of devil even in an angel's eye" 
. .. cute ... fun ... 
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JAN PERRY 
Homeroom Pres. 2; Homeroom 
Treas. 3-4; Math Club 2-4; For­
ensics Club 2; Service Comm. 2-4; 
Future Nurses 2; Student Council 
2; Dramatics Club 3; Highlights 3; 
Assembly Comm. 3-4; Play Pro­
duction Club 4. 
"That done well is done with a will" . friendly ... happy 
NAN PERRY 
Homeroom Sec. 3; Future Nurses 
2-3 (Sec. 3); Service Comm. 2-4; 
Forensics Club 2-3; Travel Club 2; 
Math Club 2; Play Production 2-3; 
Dramatics Club 3; Highlander 4. 
"Never weary of doing well" ... always a smile ... true friend 
DAVID PLATT 
Homeroom Pres. 1-3; Swimming 
Club I; Study Club I; Basketball 
1-2; Tennis 1-3-4; "S" Club 2-3-4; 
Friendship Comm. 1-2; Religion 
Club I; Travel Club 2; Spanish 
Club 3; Citizenship Comm. 3-4; 
Glee Club 3-4; School Play 4.
"Self confidence is the first requisite for great undertakings" ... 
actor ... deep thinker ... 
JUDITH ROCK 
Homeroom Sec. 3; Future Nurses 
2-3-4 (Vice-Pres. 2, Pres. 3-4); Ser­
vice Comm. 2-3; European Club 2; 
Highlander 3-4; Monitor 3-4; As­
sembly Comm. 4; Pep Comm. 4; 
Inter-school Future Nurses 4. 
"Without laughter there is no joy" ... T bird . 
always a man and always a smile .. 
HENRY ROODBERGEN 
Rifle Club l; Sports Club l; Base­
ball 1-2; Travel Club 3; Track 4. 
"One does not know-cannot know-tht best that is in one" 
white bucks ... blond hair . 
,. i 
- � 1.li
MARTHA ROTH 
Play Production Club 1-2-3-4; Glee 
Club 1; School Play 3-4; Operetta 
2-3-4; Forensics Club 2; Homeroom
Sec. 3; Photography Club 2; Librar­
ian 4; Blue and Gold Revue 4. 
"Happy go lucky" ... horses ... girl scouts 
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DENNIS SABO 
Swimming Club 2; Blue and Gold 
Revue 2-3-4; Football 2-4; Basket­
ball 2; Ensemble 3; Cross Country 
3; Student Council 4; Assembly 
Comm. 4; Social Comm. 4; Track 
4; Math Club 4; Class Treas. 4. 
"I never dare act as funny as I am" ... comical ... idea man ... 
------------,,....... Fin-ettes 2-3-4; Blue and Gold Re­
JUDITH SCHENKEL 
vue 2-3; Math Club 3-4; Highlights 
3; Service Comm. 3-4; Assembly 
Comm. 3-4; Spanish Club 4. 
"Friends though absent are still present" ... worker ... 
everyone's friend ... 
DAVID SCHROEDER 
Rifle Club 1; Photography Club 
1-3-4; Science Club 2; European 
Club 2; Service Comm. 2-3; Math 
Club 2-3-4; Track 3; Track Mgr. 2; 
Cross Country 3-4; Basketball Mgr. 
3-4; Highlights 3; Highlander 4;
Glee Club 4; Citizenship Comm. 4. 
"Man behind the scenes" . . . camera man ... famous laugh . . . 
CAROL SCHUTZ 
Fin-ettes 1-2-3-4 (Vice-Pres. 2, Pres. 
4); Study Club 1; Pep Comm. 2; 
Home Economics Club 2; Home-
room Sec. 2; Class Sec. 2; Monitor 
2-3-4; Monitor Sec. 3; Football 
Court 2-4; Highlights 3; Citizenship 
Comm. 3; Social Comm. 3-4 (Chair­
man 4); Homeroom Treas. 3; Stu­
dent Council 4; Blue and Gold 
Revue 3-4; Automatic Member of 
All Comm. 4; Student Council Cab­
'\ inet 4. 
"Hitch your wagon to a star" , , . striking , , . flirt ... good friend 
.------��------ Football 1-2; Basketball l; Swim­
JAMES SCOTT 
ming Club 1; Rifle Club 1-2; Track 
1-2-4; Monitor 2-3-4; Service Comm. 
2-3; Citizenship Comm. 2-3; Math 
Club 2-4; Travel Club 2-3; Glee 
Club 3-4; Friendship Comm. 3-4; 
Social Comm. 4, 
"How blest are we who are not simple men" 
dark hair ... 
brains 
JON SCOTT 
Rifle Club 1; Swimming Club I; 
Basketball 1-2; Service Comm. 2; 
"S" Club 2-3-4; Tennis 2-3-4 (Capt. 
4); Cross Country 4; Pep Comm. 4. 
"To make others laugh is a joy" ... tennis ... joker . 
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DONALD SIMMONS 
Football Mgr. 2; Monitors 3-4; :Sci­
ence Club 4; Service Comm. 4; 
Baseball 4. 
"I'm happy, what's the matter with the rest of the world" ... 
tardy man .. adds spice to every class , , . 
RONALD SIWIK 
Gun Club 2; Social Dancing 2; En­
semble Club 2; Automotive Club 
3; Photography Club 3; Math Club 
3; Cross Country 3-4; Track 3-4; 
Swing Club 4; Blue and Gold Re­
vue 4. 
"Let every man look before he leaps" , . . wavy hair 
intelligent . , 
------,---,� Pep Band l ;  Travel Club 2; For­
MARY SMITH 
ensics 2; Blue and Gold Revue 1-2; 
School Play 2-3-4; Future Nurses 
2-3-4 (Pres. 2); Assembly Comm. 
2-3; Homeroom Sec. 3; Highlander 
3-4 (Editor 4); Citizenship Comm. 
3-4; Monitor 4; Sec. of Monitors 4; 
Student Council 4; Homeroom Pres. 
4; Play Production Club 1-2. 
"What is worth doing, is worth doing well" ... good friend .. 
attractive hair ... 
I 
RONALD SMITH 
Ensemble 3; Swing Band 3-4; Pep 
Band 4; Blue and Gold Revue 4. 
"Silence is golden" ... trombone ... Oakwoodite . 
CAROL SUTTON 
Bridge Club l ;  Pep Band 1-2-3-4; 
Tennis Club 1; Blue and Gold Re­
vue 2-4; Friendship Comm. 2-4; 
Future Nurses 2; International Af­
fairs Club 2; Band Treas. 3; Band 
Pres. 4; Highlights 3; Service 
Comm. 3; Highlander StaH 4 · 
Homeroom Sec. 4. 
"Twas her thinking of others made you think of her" hard worker 
ELIZABETH T AGGETT 
Play Production Club 1; Bridge 
Club 1; Girls' Athletic Assn. Club 
1; Service Comm. 1-3-4; Interna­
tional Friendship League 3; Future 
Nurses 2-3-4 (Pres. 2, Pres. & Vice­
Pres. 3, Vice-Pres. 4), 
"In her very quietness there is charm" 
quiet ... 
. future nurse ... 
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JOHN THOMASMA 
Homeroom Vice-Pres. 3; Chess Club 
3; Service Comm. 4. 
"An ounce of wit is worth a pound of sorrow" ... a real friend 
. .. ring on his finger .. , 
MARY THORPE 
Homeroom Treas. 2; Future Nurses 
2-3; Homeroom Sec. 3; Spanish 
Club 3 (Treas.); Fin-ettes 3. 
"She said little but to the point" ... pleasant ... polite 
PRISCILLA TODD 
Play Production Club 1; Glee Club 
1; Home Economics Club 2; Social 
Dancing Club 2; Service Comm. l ;  
Pep Comm. 2; Spanish Club 3 
(Vice-Pres.); Friendship Comm. 3-4; 
Citizenship Comm. 3; Social Comm. 
3-4. 
"As innocent as a two year old devil" .. lively ... mixed up??? 
I 
' -' 
"=-, t 
RONALD VAN HORN 
Sports Club 1; Rifle Club 1; Foot­
ball 1-2; Basketball Mgr. I; Base­
ball 1-4; Blue and Gold Revue 1-2-
3-4; Swing Band 3-4; Assembly 
Comm. 4; Drum Major 4. 
"Without music, life would be a mistake" ... cool, man, cool ... 
inquiring ... 
ROBERT VAN PEENAN 
Movie Projector Club 1; Homeroom 
Treas. 2; Outdoor Club 3 (Pres.); 
Homeroom Treas. 3; Auto Club 3 
(Vice-Pres.); Homeroom Pres. 4; So­
cial Comm. 4; Friendship Comm 4 · 
Class Vice-Pres. 4. 
"Learning makes a good man better" ... red head ... 
dry wit ... smiling ... 
Play Production 1-4; Play 4; Blue 
and Gold Revue 2-3-4; Band 2-3-4; 
Travel Club 3; Spanish Club 4; 
Band Sect. 4; Band Majorette 4 · 
Pep Comm. 4; Choir Club 1. 
CATHERINE VAN RIPER 
GARY VERMEULEN 
Rifle Club 1-4; Projection Club 1; 
Football 1-2-3-4; Baseball 1-4; 
Homeroom Pres. 2; Swimming Club 
2; Outdoor Club 3 (Vice-Pres.); 
Science Club 3-4; Monitors 4 (Pres.); 
Service Comm. 4 · Friendship 
Comm. 4; "S" Club 4; Track 4. 
"Good looks and good at books" ... dependable ... helpful 
good worker . . 
VERNOR WADE 
Play Production 1; Projection Club 
I; Football 1-2-3-4 (Capt. 4 ); Base­
ball 1-2-3-4; Basketball 1-2-3-4; "S" 
Club 3-4; Monitor 3; Blue and Gold 
Revue 3-4; Operetta 3; Homeroom 
Vice-Pres. 2; Service Comm. 2; 
Class Pres. 3; Track 4; Student 
Council 3; Football King 4. 
"I agree with no man's opinion; I have some of my own" ... 
fast talker ... all state football man ... 
Hcmerocm Sec. 2; Swimming Club 
2; "S" Club 2-3-4; Football 2-3-4; 
Basketball 2; Homeroom Vice-Pres. 
3; Auto Club 3; Outdoor Club 3; 
Social Comm. 4. 
"Her ways are ways of pleasantness" ... blond hair ... majorette "To love the game above the prize" ... mischievous . 
party man ... 
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MICHAEL WEA VER 
Rifle Club 1-2; Swimming Club l; 
Study Club I; Football 1-4; Basket­
ball Mgr. 1; Monitor 2-3-4; Friend­
ship Comm. 2-4; Social Comm. 2-3; 
Chess Club 3; Travel Club 3; Sci­
ence Club 4; "S" Club 4. 
JAMES WISE 
Study Club 1-3-4; Bridge Club 1; 
Chess Club 3; Hot Rod Club 3; 
Basketball Mgr. 4. 
"Life is not life at all without delight" ... quiet comic . . friendly "Rather quiet but full of fun" ... quiet way ... quiet smile .. , 
KAREN WILKINS 
Friendship Comm. 1-2-3; Bridge 
Club l; School Play 2; Home Ee. 
Club 2; Social Dancing Club 2; 
European Travel Club 2; Social 
Comm. 2; Service Comm. 2-3; 
Homeroom Sec. 3; Homeroom Vice­
Pres. 3; Highlights 3; Pep Comm. 
3; Monitor 4. 
"There is never too much of a good thing" ... sweet ... 
dependable . . . fascinating 
MARILYNN WILSEY 
"She has a rare distinction" 
Study Club l; Fin-ettes 1-2-3; Ser­
vice Comm. l; Home Ee. Club 2; 
Social Dancing Club 2; Social 
Comm. 2-3-4; Pep Comm. 2-3-4; 
Highlights 3; Citizenship Comm. 3; 
Basketball Court 3; Blue and Gold 
Revue 3; Prom Comm. 3; Monitor 
4; Homeroom Treas. 4; Football 
Court 4. 
. sharp dresser ... cute ... 
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GAIL WRUBLE 
Play Production Club 1; Quiet 
Games l ;  Blue and Gold Revue 2; 
Tri-City Band Concerts 2; Social· 
Comm. 2; Future Nurses Club 2; 
Highlander 3; Prom Comm. 3. 
"Genius is a capacity for hard work" ... intelligent ... 
early college career ... 
"GET HIM" 
D. FULLER
"SIZE 12?" 
J. MALONE, C. BABCOCK,
B. BOMMERSBACH, J. BETKE 
"STICK EM UP" 
K. HARTMAN
Senior Snaps 
"REFRESHING" 
L. TAGGETT
"THEM WERE THE DAYS" 
C. GODFREY, J. CORRELL
"GRRRR" 
V. WADE
"UPSY DAISY" 
D. JENNINGS 
"J. UTOGRAPH ANYONE?" 
B HURLING, J. BLANCHETTE, 
J. GROTE, S. GILDEA, A. MAB'
J. CORRELL,
"IT'S LIGHT UP TIME" 
J. BETKE, D. BISCEGLIA, K. HARTMAN, 
J. GARSIDE, J. COLEMAN 
"HALF-TIME CHINESE SOCCER GAME" 
"UMM, WHAT HAVE WE HERE?" 
'SHARP" "HO. HO, HO" 
C. VAN RIPER, MARILYN BRINK A. LENDERINK, G. VERMEULEN, 
R. W AGONMAKER, MR. )ERSE T. COOK, 
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J. BROW�
Valedictorian 
JOHN BOYD 
Sa I utatori an 
GAIL WRUBLE 
ROSEMARY BURNETT 
Special honors are extended to Gail Wruble 
who has maintained an "A" average through­
out her high school years. However, as she is 
also attending Kalamazoo College and is not a 
full-time member of the senior class, she is not 
eligible for the honor of valedictorian or saluta­
torian. 
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NAME 
Donald Alguire 
Mary Lou Allen 
Diana Anderson 
Susan Ashley 
Craig Babcock 
Patricia Baker 
James Belke 
Donald Bisceglia 
Joan Blanchette 
Robert Bommersbach 
Patricia Borgman 
Richard Born 
John Bowen 
John Boyd 
Marilyn Brink 
James Brown 
Nancy Brown 
Sandra Burke 
Barbara Burling 
Rosemary Burnett 
Mary Camey 
Roger Clarke 
James Coleman 
Thomas Cook 
Jan Correll 
Randy Crockett 
Douglas Daugherty 
Daniel Davidson 
Paul DeKorte 
Frank Ell 
David Fuller 
John Garside 
Henry Gaylord 
Sharon Gildea 
Clarke Godfrey 
Judith Grote 
Kenneth Hartman 
David Herman 
Nancy Hotneier 
Winship Howard 
Richard Howson 
Saundra Hybels 
Dexter Jennings 
Carolyn Kaercher 
James Kemerling 
Andrew Lenderink 
Suzanne Lennartson 
Robin Limpus 
Roger Ludwig 
Penelope Lyon 
Alice Mabie 
James Malone 
William Noyes 
Alice Osterberg 
Joseph Passafiume 
Patti Paull 
jack Pearson 
NICKNAME 
Algae 
Lou 
Di 
Sue 
Pat 
Jim 
Don 
Blanch 
Bob 
Pat 
Dick 
Brinkett 
Jim 
Brownie 
Sandy 
Barb 
Rosie 
Red 
Rog 
Swimmy 
Cookie 
Chico 
Rand 
Doug 
Dan 
Dave 
Gar 
Shar 
Sparky 
Jude 
Ken 
Dave 
Nance 
Win 
Rich 
Saun 
Dex 
Kaerch 
Fats 
Andy 
Sue 
Limp 
Rog 
Penny 
Allie 
Jim 
Bill 
Al 
Joe 
Pat 
Pear 
ALL ABOUT US 
MARK OF IDENTIFICATION 
Brubeck records 
A blush for every occasion 
My letters from Lansing 
French book 
Trumpet 
Dark red hair 
A ready answer 
Studebaker 
Ponytail 
Name 
"frat" pin 
Moneybags 
Volkswagen 
2 scars on my left knee 
Baton 
Flat top 
Merry laugh 
Holland class ring 
Widow's peak 
Well stacked, stack of 
books 
"y"all 
Nash 
Glasses 
Eyebrows 
Volkswagen 
Slick 
Curly hair 
Thin 
Music 
Clarinet 
Droopy drawers 
"fear not" 
Grin 
One of the gang 
Freckles 
Curly Hair 
Bald head 
Always a car 
U. of M. notebook 
Mechanics 
Height_ 
Overdue library book 
Laugh 
Height 
Catcher's mitt 
One little curl 
George 
Tennis racquet 
Broad shoulders 
Blue eyes 
Kittens and cats 
Blue customized Ford 
Unusual haircut 
John 
Dirty bucks 
Voice 
Freckles 
OCCUPATION 
Sitting in the office 
Joe 
Telephone operator 
Commuting from Allegan 
To live through school 
Freezing to· death 
Champion chess player 
Running away from girls 
Trying to grow naturally 
curly hair 
Being a good boy this year 
Writing letters 
Being Mrs. Monroe's 
pet peeve 
Alice 
Relaxing 
Playing the flute 
International playboy 
Waiting for weekends 
Filling my hope chest 
Looking out windows 
Doing what I'm asked 
to do 
Finding something to do 
Gazette office boy 
Sleeping through classes 
Poultry farmer 
Cheerleader 
Playboy 
Bum 
Witch doctor 
Hog-rind vendor 
Dr. Beloof's assistant 
Professional lover 
Having a harem 
Ice cream taster 
Curling eyelashes 
International playboy 
Cracking gum 
Liquor taster 
Public Speaker 
Complaining about the 
yearbook 
Truck driver 
Railroad engineer 
Reading all the books in 
the library 
To get through school 
Music 
Accountant 
Surveying 
Going to metings 
Pep committee 
Getting through school the 
easiest way 
Worrying 
Listening to tales of woe 
Ladies' man 
Skipping school 
Artist 
Skipping school 
Singing 
Builder of used bird houses 
AMBITION 
To be a drummer 
To control my blush 
Religious work and marriage 
To study in France 
To be another Tommy Dorsey 
Teacher 
Ambi-dexterous polo player 
Selling Studebakers, of course 
To sit on my boss's knee 
Be a millionaire 
To be an Olympic high-jump star 
To have a harem 
Uv.decided 
To be as relaxed as possible 
Nurse 
Dance director of the June Taylor 
dancers 
To sit on Joan's boss's other knee 
To exchange the class ring for a· 
diamond 
To be a lady wrestler 
To do everything I do well 
To return to Florida 
Business man 
I'll decide later 
To graduate 
To grow a few inches 
Salesman 
Architect 
Pharmacist 
To lead an all girl choir 
Musician 
Engineer 
Salesman 
Lawyer 
To be a policewoman 
To be a millionaire 
To catch a joke 
Manage a liquor store 
Nothing 
To make a yearbook that 
everybody likes 
Engineer 
Basketball player 
To catch a German man 
Forestry work 
I don't know 
Professional baseball player 
Business administration 
To be Dr. Peelen's secretary 
To be a professional baseball 
player's wife 
To loaf 
To be a Shakespearean actress 
To be a grandmother 
Rich architect 
A cook 
To be noisy 
Auto salesman 
Work with juvenile delinquents 
Golf bum 
NAMEi
Jani Perryi
Nani Perryi
Davidi Platti
Judithi Rocki
Henryi Roodbergeni
Marthai Rothi
Dennisi Saboi
Judithi Schenkeli
Davidi Schroederi
Caroli Schutzi
Jamesi Scotti
Joni Scotti
Donaldi Simmonsi
Ronaldi Siwiki
Maryi Smithi
Ronaldi Smithi
Caroli Suttoni
Elizabethi Taggetti
Johni Thomasmai
Maryi Thorpei
Priscillai Toddi
Ronaldi Vani Horni
Rober!i Vani Feenani
Catharinei Vani Riperi
Garyi Vermeuleni
Vernori Wadei
Rodneyi Wagonmakeri
Mikei Weaveri
Kareni Wilkinsi
Marilyni Wilseyi
Jamesi Wisei
Gaili Wrublei
NICKNAMEi MARKi OFi IDENTIFICATIONi
Davei
Rocketi
Budi
Luckyi
Sabesi
Judii
Davei
Slimi
Tonyi
Doni
Roni
Smittyi
Roni
Libbyi
Thorpiei
Toadi
Roni
Boi
Cathyi
Gairi
Tanki
Rodi
Blondiei
Jimi
Wrubesi
Somethingieveryoneiwouldi
likei toiknowi
Somethingieveryoneiwouldi
likei toiknowi
Non-conformityi
Bluei Oldsi (withi duals)i
Curlyi hairi
Braidsi
Wit 
Expressivei voicei
Camerai
Baseballi
Tall,i dark,i andi handsomei
Tennisi racqueti
Jokeri
Feeti
ROTCi uniformi iniherilockeri
Quietnessi
Softi waysi
Ai brokeni bonei
Staggeringi walki
Eyebrowsi
Bonesi
Centrali
Redi headi
Blondei hairi
Sincerei
Whiskersi
Recedingi hairlinei
Smilei
Centrali classi ringi
Bob'si ringi
Hot-rodsi
Violini casei
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OCCUPATIONi
Libraryi assistanti
Mixingi peoplei upi
Flatteringigirlsi
Flirtingi
Burningi upi thei roadsi
Studyi halli bulletini boardi
Watchingi Centrali girlsi
Keepingi ini touchi
Takingi picturesi
Talkingi ini theihallsi
Filibusteri
Spinningi tennisi raquetsi
Staringiatimonitors.i
Manufacturingi stiltsi
Meetingi Highlanderi
deadlinesi
Mr.iMcKee'si righti handi
mani
Producingi thei Bluei andi
Goldi Revuei
Futurei nursei
Army 
Studyingi Spanishi
"Bert"i watchingi
Travelingi
Playingi ai guitari fori Elvisi
Goingisteadyi
Popi peddleri
Romeoi
Janitori
Conductingi ai dancingi
schooli foribubblei dancersi
Myi twoi collegei classesi
Walkingi overi toi watchi
"K's"i footballipracticei
Buildingiworld'si fastesticari
Gettingi throughi collegei
AMBITIONi
Counti thei bricksi ini thei Ad.i
Buildingi
Toi selliaiHighlanderi toiMr.iVuicichi
Gymi teacheri
Nursei
Toi growi oldi
Professionali girli scouti
Noi ambitioni
Toigetiai Southernidrawli
Toi bei headi ofiai largei corporationi
Toi thinki ofi ani ambitioni
Financeeri
Pharmacisti
Comediani
Naturali scientisti
Toi gaini weighti
Carpenteri
Iournalisti
Nursei
Engineeri
Toi goi toi Mexicoi
Toiputi somei meati oni myi bonesi
Drawingi andi draftingi
Industriali Engineeri
Kindergarteni teacheri
Engineeri
Toi goi backi toi Statei Highi fori
graduatei worki
Coachi
Restauranti manageri
Teacheri
Toi marryi ai millionairei
Engineeri
Doctori
��Baby Steps'' 
DAVE PLATT 
ALICE MABIE 
DA VE SCHROEDER 
,, ,.,_ 
WIN HOWARD 
SUE ASHLEY 
DICK HOWSON 
DICK BORN 
RON VAN HORN 
I 
FRANK ELL 
BOB BOMMERSBACH PENNY LYON CA THY VAN RIPER JUDY ROCK 
DAVE HERMAN MARY CARNEY 
ROD W AGONMAKER 
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MARY LOU ALLEN 
ROGER CLARKE CAROL SCHUTZ 
PAUL DEKORTE 
NANCY BROWN 
JIM BETKE 
JUDI SCHENKEL LIBBY TAGGETT 
HENRY ROODBERGEN MARY SMITH 
... 
. ,.,. l, 
NANCY HOTNEIER CRAIG BABCOCK 
DOUG DAUGHERTY NOYES 
JIM MALONE 
DAVE FULLER 
CAROLYN KAERCHER BO VAN FEENAN 
ALICE OSTERBERG 
MARTHA ROTH 
JOHN THOMAS1v1A PRISCILLA TODD 
NAN PERRY JAN PERRY 
GARY VERMEULEN SUZANNE LENNARTSON CLARKE GODFREY DENNY SABO 
PATTI PAULL DON ALGUIRE 
JIM COLEMAN 
JUDY GROTE ROSEMARY BURNETT 
- .· 
PAT BORGMAN JACK PEARSON VERN WADE MARILYN WILSEY DIANA ANDERSON 
JOHN BOWEN 
BIL L 
DAN DAVIDSON 
ROBIN LIMPUS SAUNDRA HYBELS 
RON SIWIK RANDY CROCKETT 
JIM KEMERLING 
JOAN BLANCHETTE 
MARILYN BRINK DON BISCEGLIA 
BARB BURLING JON SCOTT 
SHARON GJLDEii. 
JOHN BOYD MIKE WEAVER 
I  .. Jt-_ TONY SCOTT HENRY GAYLORD 
JIM WISE KAREN WILKINS 
JAN CORRELL ANDY LENDERINK 
JOHN GARSIDE JIM BROWN 
TOM COOK MARY THORPE SANDY BURKE CAROL surrmr 
J.-
,... 
PAT BAKER 

Officers 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Terese Skinner, Treasurer; Carl Kiino, Vice-President; Tom Lawson, President; 
Sandy Taylor, Secretary. 
This year the Juniors proceeded to participate enthusiastically in nearly 
every student activity. After electing our class officers and Chairman for the 
Junior-Senior Prom we began working toward the financing of this annual event 
by giving a very successful dance in February. Our class gave valuable 
assistance to monitors, the committees, clubs, and the Student Council. 
While Sue Conner and Terese Skinner helped lead the cheerleading yells, 
the Junior boys ran up an impressive record on the gridiron and should repeat 
their success next year with Tom Lawson as captain. The basketball, track, 
baseball, tennis, golf, and cross-country teams were greatly assisted by Junior 
class athletes. 
In the cultural fields class members belonging to the band and choir con­
tributed actively to the success of the Blue and Gold Revue and the Operetta. 
Our journalists were represented on th8 Highlander and Highlights, and our 
actors displayed a flair for acting in the school play. 
Looking back on our Junior year, we can remember with pride an eventful 
and successful time! 
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Respectfully submitted, 
Sandie Taylor, Secretary 
PATRICIA ANDERSON 
JACQUELYN BADEN 
GAIL BAKER 
BARBARA BALCH 
MARVIN BALDWIN 
ELMER BEAN 
MARGARET BELOOF 
KENNETH BLOW 
JOHN BOUDEMAN 
SHERWOOD BOUDEMAN 
RUTHANN BRYAN 
GAIL BUCHANAN 
RICHARD CAINE 
ROBERT CHAPMAN 
LINDA JO CHOJNOWSKI 
ARLON COBLE 
DAVID CONE 
SUE ANN CONNER 
:lass of 1958 
----,,.------: I 
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BERT COOPER 
GERALD CROSS 
JUDITH DARGITZ 
SARAH DARGITZ 
WILLIAM DAUGHERTY 
MICHAEL DECKER 
JUDITH DEKEMA 
MICHAEL DENOTTER 
KELVIN ENZ 
TIMOTHY ESTES 
ELIZABETH GARNEAU 
. ~ 
' -
a 
'-' 
'-. 
" ~-::L1 -
i 
DAVID POTTS 
DONALD PYNEI 
! 
HARRY HOW ARD 
BERT HYBELS 
NANCY GAY 
EDWIN GEMRICH 
MARY GIBSON 
AILEEN G HEANY A 
KARLEN GUNNETTE 
CULLEN HENSHAW 
GLENN HESS 
NEWELL HETRICH 
SUSAN HODGMAN 
BETSY HOSICK 
HOW ARD JACKSON 
ASTRID JACOBSON 
ROBERT KOHRMAN 
THOMAS LAWSON 
CAROLE LEMON 
JOHN LIGHT 
PETER LLOYD 
WENDY LOCKE 
KAREN JOHNSON 
LARRY JOHNSON 
CARL KIINO 
ROBERT KOETS 
ARNOLD NIEBOER 
EDWARD PERSONS 
HARRIETT PERSONS 
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JOANNE QUIRING 
GERALD RANDALL 
THOMAS REID 
SANDRA REX 
CAROL RICHARDSON 
GEORGE SCHAU 
JACK SCHRIER 
LINDA SCOTT 
KIM SEBALY 
JANE SHAKESPEARE 
LINDA SHAND 
JANET SHEETS 
BERNANNE SIMPSON 
JAMES SIWIK 
TERESE SKINNER 
TIM SQUIRES 
CHERYL STANDISH 
MARY STELMA 
SANDRA TAYLOR 
RALPH VALENTINE 
SUSAN V ANHOEVE 
JEROME VANTASSEL 
PAUL WEBER 
JAMES WEELDREYER 
DEANNA WHITE 
JAMES WOODRUFF 
DAVID WORDEN 
I \"" 1 
! I 
EUGENE WU 
WILLIAM YA TES 
'f • ,,; ' 
; . . - . 
"WHO ME?" 
JIM WOODRUFF 
"FAVORITE TIME OF THE DAY" 
BETH GARNEAU, JOAN QUIRING, 
LINDA JO CHOJNOWSKI 
"TYPICAL BULL SESS10N" 
MIKE DECKER, TOM LAWSON, 
CULLEN HENSHAW 
Junior Snaps 
"DANCE ANYONE?" 
LINDA CHJNOWSKI 
"I WOULDN'T BELIEVE A WORD OF IT" 
SUE HODGMAN, CULLEN HENSHAW 
GAIL BUCHANNEN, 
JERRY VAN TASSEL, 
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"OH! MY ACHIN BACK!" 
TERESE SKINNER, PAT ANDERSON. 
RUTH ANN BRYAN, JOAN QUIRING 
SANDY TAYLOR, GAIL BUCHANNEN, 
LINDA SCOTT 
"WE WEREN'T DOING ANYTHING." 
TOM LAWSON, RICKY LIGHT. 
JERRY VAN TASSEL, MIKE DECKER 
\ 
"REFRESHING" 
MARVIN BALDWIN RALPH VA LENTINE 
ROBERT CHAPMAN 

Officers 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Susan Van Riper, Secretary; Jon Carlson, Vice-President; David Anderson, 
President; David Taylor, Treasurer. 
The Sophomore class began the year by electing class officers. Plans were 
then made to raise money for the Junior-Senior Prom which we will sponsor 
next year. 
The class of 1959 showed good school spirit by joining all the committees 
and clubs. We were also well represented in the band, choir, Blue and Gold 
Revue, the school play, and the Operetta. 
The reserve team was composed of many Sophomore boys who showed 
good sportsmanship in every game. Katie Johnson and Lee Mimms were 
elected cheerleaders for this year, and a wonderful job they did. Tom Brown 
represented us well on the varsity basketball squad. Besides the regular sports, 
Sophomores did well on the golf and tennis teams. 
As we look back on this school year, I know we will think of it as a memor­
able one; for, in addition to the twenty new students who joined our class, we 
made many new friends and became a more closely knit group. Although we 
dislike seeing our Sophomore year go, it will be great next fall to say, "Hi, 
underclassmen!" 
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Respectfully submitted, 
Susan Van Riper, Secretary 
DAVID ANDERSON 
FRANCES ARBUCKLE 
GERALD AUBE 
ROBERT A WGAITIS 
CORNELIUS BADEN 
REBECCA BAHLMAN 
RODERICK BAKER 
LINDA BARAK 
MARILYN BEATTIE 
EUGENE BOMBICH 
GEORGE BROWN 
JUDITH BROWN 
THOMAS BROWN 
JEAN BUELKE 
JON CARLSON 
JEANNE CHANDLER 
JAMES COGGAN 
DAVID COOK 
ERWIN DOERCHLER 
MARIANNA DOOLEY 
ALLEN DOWD 
RICHARD DOYLE 
JON EDWARDS 
Class of 1959 
RICHARD EGLAND 
SUS'AN FAUNCE 
THOMAS FLECKENSTEIN 
BRENDA FORESTER 
JOY GAYLORD 
BURLENE GILDEA 
s-
POLLY GREINER 
JUDITH GRUBB 
. 
LINDA ROGERS 
DAVID SCHAU 
RICHARD NIELSEN 
JULIANA PEELEN 
SANDRA QUANDT 
SANDRA RILEY 
GEORGE ROBERTS 
Pl;IILIP ROEKLE 
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ROBERT HACKMAN 
STEVE HAMMOND 
ROBERT HARTMAN 
CHARLES HENRY 
SUSAN HILGART 
HERSCHAL HILL 
MARY HOUSEHOLDER 
EMILY JACKSON 
RICHARD JACKSON 
KA TIE JOHNSON 
WELDON JOHNSON 
WALLA CE KENT 
KATHLEEN KERS'JES 
EVELYN KIINO 
FREDERICK KOLLOFF 
CI-!ERYL KOONS 
RICHARD LAMPMAN 
TIMOTHY LENDERINK 
PATRICIA LINN 
GRETCHEN MAUS 
LEE MIMMS 
CAROLYN MOORE 
PHILIP NANTZ 
0 
SANDRA& GINGER& SCHAU&
SANDRA& JANE& SCHAU&
JANE& SCHOLTEN&
SUSAN& SCHROEDER&
BRUCE& SCHUUR&
KAROL& SELLECK&
DAVID& SHELDON&
CAROLE& SHEPHERD&
JOAN& SIMCOX&
ADAIR& SIMONDS&
PAUL& SMITH&
SALLY& SPAULDING&
JOE& SUGG&
DAVID& TAYLOR&
JAMES& THURSTON&
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SUSAN& TIEFFENTHAL&
SHARON& TOBIAS&
ALBERT& TODD&
ROBERT& TRACY&
MARTHA& VAN& PEENAN&
SUSAN& VANRIPER&
STEPHANIE& WENNER&
KIPPERT&WHEELER&
WILLIAM&WHITBECK&
LINDA& WHITE&
NANCY& WHITE&
CHERRILL& WILCOX&
JAMES&WILKINS&
--, 
SHERRY& WILSON&
LA&WHENCE& WINCHELL&
�--"""'.,,..,;=,-=:-.-:��-.. • .. __ '!',...,,F&MARY& WISE&
- JUDY& WOODWARD
=- � -==-
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Sophomore Snaps 
"LOOK OF INNOCENCE" 
BOB TRACY, JIM WILKINS, CHUCK HENRY, 
DICK DOYLE 
"LAZY OR SOMETHIN?" 
BECKY BAUGHMAN, FRAN FLECKENSTEIN, 
SUNA TIEFENTHAL, DA VE ANDERSON 
"SCHOOL DAZE" 
JEAN CHANDLER. GINGER SCHAU, 
LINDA WHITE, SANDY QUANDT 
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"THAT PEPSODENT SMILE" 
TOM FLECKENSTEIN, WELDON JOHNSON 
TIM LENDERINK 
"HERE'S TO YA" 
ALLEN DOWD, DAVID SHAW, 
GEORGE BROWN, WALLY KENT 

Officers 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Michael Platt. Treasurer; Larry Goggle, President; Ronald Schi;tz, Vice-President; 
Francis Fleckenstein, Secretary. 
To begin our first year at State High the Freshman Class, along with our 
big brothers and sisters, attended the "Get Acquainted Dance" where we met 
many fellow freshmen who will be our friends through our years at State High. 
Soon after school started we elected our class officers who are president, 
Larry Groggle; vice-president, Ronald Schutz; secretary, Frances Fleckenstein; 
and treasurer, Michael Platt. 
The freshmen didn't miss the opportunity to join the committees and clubs. 
This year almost every OI).e volunteered for one or more of them. 
The boys did a tremendous job on the freshmen basketball and football 
teams. The teams show very good prospects for future varsities. 
Respectfully submitted, 
Frances Fleckenstein, Secretary 
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FRED ALLEN 
JAMES BAKER 
CHARLES BARTHOLD 
JAMES BIRCH 
BONITA BLANKENBURG 
DIANA BOUDEMAN 
MARTHA BOUDEMAN 
CYNTHIA BOYCE 
HAYDEN BROWN 
JOHN BRUNNER 
NANCY BRYANT 
MERRY BURLING 
LARRY CHOJNOWSKI 
RICHARD COLBY 
CHRISTINE COOPER 
Class of 1960 
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CINDA COX 
MARY CURREN 
ALFRED CURTENIUS 
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FRANCES FLECKENSTEIN 
PHILIP FOX 
GARY GAUTHIER 
GRETCHEN GIBSON 
DAN GILCHRIST 
WILLIAM GILDEA 
LA WHENCE GROGG EL 
DAVID HACKNEY 
' • 
SUSAN HARADA 
RONALD HARBACK 
THOMAS HAYWARD 
DENNIS HERMAN 
WILLIAM HIGHTOWER 
BRADLEY HODGMAN 
MARY HOWARD 
DAWN ISAACS 
ROBERT JANEI 
ANN KERCHER 
DONALD KETCHAM 
LYNN LARZELERE 
JUDITH LYTTLE 
STEVEN MALONEY 
ELIZABETH MANSKE 
MARILEE MASTERSON 
LARRY MERCURE 
TOMMY MOYER 
PAMELA NOBLE 
MARLENE NORMAN 
SALLY NUYEN 
RICHARD OBREITER 
MARY ANN OLSON 
MARY PEELEN 
JANICE PEMBERTON 
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MARILYN PETERSON 
MICHAEL PLATT 
JOAN PLOOY 
HENRY RANDALL 
DOROTHEA REA VIS 
WARD RILEY 
DIRK SCHOLTEN 
MICHAEL SCHRIER 
ROBERT SCHUTZ 
RONALD SCHUTZ 
LESLIE SCHWARTZ 
PENNY SCOTT 
GARY SHOUDY 
BARBARA SMITH 
ANN SORLIE 
FRANCES SP.RAU 
RICHARD STRUBE 
ROSEMARY SUGDEN 
ALICE TERRY 
THOMAS V AND ERM OLEN 
SALLY VIND 
DAVID WADE 
DENNIS WHITE 
TOM WIERMAN 
BRIAN WRUBLE 
--
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"GETTING ACQUAINTED 
LYNN LARZELER 
Freshmen Snaps 
"GO MAN, GO" 
MARY ANN OLSON, LARRY MERCURE 
"PARTY TIME" 
"AND THEN THE POOR DOG HAD NONE" 
BONITA BLANKENBURG 
FRANCES FLECKENSTE!NFRANCES SPRAU 
ANN KERCHER 
JAMES BAKER MARILEE MASTERSON BONITA BLANKENBURG 
LARRY CHOJNOWSKI 
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Coaching Staff 
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Cross Country 
Frnnt Row: Bill Yates, Andy Lenderink, Richard Howsor,, J,m Weeldryer, Bert Cooper, Ron Siwik, 
Clcirke Godfrey. Back Row: Randy Crockett, Jack S:·hi�r. Wooly Boudeman, Jon Scc>lt, George Schmt, 
Dave Schroeder, Jack Pearson. 
The 1956 cross - country team experienced 
only a fair season, compiling a record of two 
wins in six meets, and placing sixth in the 
conference meet behind strong competition. 
This year's squad was coached by Mr. West­
man, a college student and was led by captain­
elect Clarke Godfrey. Prospects, however, are 
brighter for next year with three returning 
lettermen, including next year's captain, George 
Shau who ran in the number one position for 
the entire season. The team, regardless of their 
record should be complimented for the fine 
spirit that they showed toward their coach and 
captain for the entire year. 
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Clarke Godfrey - captain 
' ' 
Varsity Football 
Front Row: Mike Weaver, Dave Fuller, Don Bisceglia, Tom Cook, Rod Wagonmaker, Jim Kemerling, 
Craig Babcock, Roger Ludwig, Jim Coleman, Cullen Henshaw, Elmer Bean, Tom Brown. 
Second Row: Jack Brenner, Mgr., Tom Lawson, Doug Daugherty, Bob Kohrman, Marv Baldwin, 
Carl Kiino, Ken Hartman, Jim Brown, Vern Wade, John Boyd, Larry Johnson, Arnie Neibor, Tom 
Reid, Mike Decker, Paul Weber, Dave Cone, Denny Sabo, Tom DeVries, Mgr. 
Back Row: Dave Worden, Ed Gemrich, Dick Caine, Joe Sugg, Gary Vermeulen, Peter Lloyd, 
Howard Jackson, Bill Daugherty. 
"ROY WALTERS, CUB MENTOR TAKES ON 
BIG REBUILDING JOB" 
"STARS GONE, CUBS TO REBUILD" 
These headlines were typical thoughts of the 
State High fans at the beginning of the 1956 season! 
Due to the fact that State High had only two re­
turning regulars in Captain V em Wade and guard 
Craig Babcock, 
Through hard work and a lot of determination 
the State High Cubs built themselves a team of 
which they could be proud, This team won seven 
games and lost one, it was second in the Area and 
in the Conference and ended up fifth best team in 
the State. 
Great individual honors went to Vern Wade, 
team captain, as he was selected All City, All 
South Western Michigan, All WOOD-TV and sev­
eral All State Teams. Making various All City 
Teams were: Vern Wade, Cullen Henshaw, Tom 
Cook, Jim Kemmerling, Jim Brown and John Boyd, 
The Cubs can attribute their success to their 
ability to work together as a close knit unit who 
really liked to play ball together. 
It was said that by the end of the year, this 
year's team was on a par with last year's State 
Championship Team, 
J.L.B.
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Vern Wade - Fullback-Capt. 
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Football 
FRONT ROW: Jim Wilkins. Bill Whitbeck, Jim Birch, Jon Carlson, Steve Hammond, Jim Coggin, 
Gerald Aube. 
SECOND ROW: Rich Jackson, Tim Linderink, Dave Taylor, Weldon Johnson, Gene Bombich, Erwin 
Doeschler, Bob Awgaitis, Bob Tracy. 
THIRD ROW: Dave Anderson, Philip Nantz, McKinley Reynolds, John Todd, Larry Winchell, Bob 
Hartman, Tom Fleckenstein, Bob Hackman. 
F 
r 
e 
s 
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FRONT ROW: Bob Schutz, Tom Moyer, Charles Barthold, Don Ketcham, Larry Groggel, Brad 
Hodgman, Tom Hayward. 
SECOND ROW: Gary Gauthier, Tom Vandermolen, Mike Platt, Bill Hightower, Gary Shoudy, 
George Brown, Dan Gilchrist, Dick Colby, Ron Schutz, Larry Chojnowski. 
Football Seniors 
Jim Kemerling - Center 
Roger Ludwig - Tackle 
Gary Vermeulen - Fullback Ken Hartman - Hallback 
Don Bisceglia - Guard 
Jim Coleman - Guard 
John Boyd - Hallback Jim Brown - Quarterback 
Rod W agonmaker - Guard 
Tom Cook - Tackle 
Denny Sabo - End 
Doug Daugherty - Tackle 
Craig Babcock - Guard 
Mike Weaver - Guard 
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Dave Fuller - End 
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Footba 11 Action 
Front Row: Dave Schroeder, Gerald Randall, Jim Wise, Coach Chance. 
Back Row: Randy Crockett, Tom Brown, Jim Brown, Bill Yates, Larry Johnson. Vern Wade, Cullen 
Henshaw, Jim Kemerling, Carl Kiino, Clarke Godfrey. Dave Fuller, Bert Cooper. Bob Kohrman, 
Rich Howson. Jim Wheeldryer. 
The 1956-57 edition of State High basketball 
team coached by Barney Chance for the last 
time, won 10 - lost 8, won a district title and tied 
for fourth in the Wolverine Conference. How­
ever this is not the true picture of this yera's 
hot and cold squad. These losses, for instance, 
were by a total of less than 30, that is an aver­
age of about 3 points per game. With a little 
luck this could have been one of State High's 
greatest years. At times State High played well 
enough to beat any team in the State. 
State High's representative to the All-City was 
Rich Howson who led most statistical columns 
and did a fine job as co-captain. 
Those who will be sorely missed by next 
year's new coach include Howson and Dave 
Fuller, co-captains, Clarke Godfrey, Vern Wade, 
Jim Brown, Jim Kemmerling, and Randy Crock­
ett. 
The outlook for next year is very bright 
with 3 returning lettermen led by captain Cullen 
Henshaw who was a starter on this year's five. 
Others who should play a lot of ball next year 
are Tom Brown, Larry Johnson, Bob Kohrman, 
Bill Yates, Rich Jackson, Bert Cooper, Jim 
Wheeldryer, and Carl Kiino. J. L. B. 
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Basketball 
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Front !:low: Jon Carlson, Don Ketcham, Tom Moyer, Tom Vander Molen, Tom Hayward, Larry 
Groggel, Dave Taylor. 
Back Row: Tim Lenderink, Weldon Johnson, Joe Sugg, Allen Dowd, Bill Whitbeck, Rod Baker, 
Rich Jackson, John Todd, Erwin Doerchler, Jon Edwards, Tom Fleckenstein. 
Front Row: Mike Platt, Bill Hightower. Tom Moyer. Larry GroggeL Tom Vander Molen, Tom 
Hayward, Don Ketcham, Gary Shoudy. 
Back Row: Bob Schultz, Ward Riley, Larry Chojnowski. Dick Obreiter, Jim Birch. Chuck Barthold, 
Brad Hodgman, Dick Colby, Fred Allen, Ron Schutz. 
F 
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Jim Brown, Guard 
Jim Kemerling, Forward 
Seniors 
TO THE COACH AND TEAM: 
CONGRATULATIONS WE COULDN'T RE PROUDER= 
THE CLASS OF 1957= 
STATE OPPONENTS 
56 HOLLAND CHRISTIAN 54 
42 ALLEGAN 51 
58 VICKSBURG 28 
58 SOUTH HAVEN 39 
49 HOLLAND CHRISTIAN 45 
39 PORTAGE 41 
47 PLAINWELL 51 
64 OTSEGO 53 
88 ALLEGAN 60 
72 VICKSBURG 35 
65 SOUTH HAVEN 70 
59 PORTAGE 57 
63 PLAINWELL 65 
66 OTSEGO 68 
57 BUCHANAN 65 
68 VICKSBURG 43 
75 ST. AUGUSTINE 53 
72 EAST GRAND RAPIDS 76 
Randy Crockett, Guard 
Clarke Godfrey, Guard 
Vern Wade, Forward 

Baseball Team 
First Row: Mike den Otter, Bob Bommersbach, Glen Hess, Arlen Coble, Weldon Johnson, Vern 
Wade, Randy Crockett, Phil Nantz, George Schau, Gerald Aube, Jim Brown. 
Second Row: Ralph Valentine, Ron Schutz, Tern Moyer, Jack Gildea, Don Ketchem, Larry Groggle, 
fred Allen, Dick Nielson, Bill Daugherty, Dave Warden, Dave Cone, Marv Baldwin, Dave Potts, 
Larry Johnson, Bob Schutz. 
Third Row: Tom Brown, Jon Edwards, Tim Lenderink, Bob Hackman, Bod Baker, Butch Doerschler, 
Dave Taylor, Jim Birch, Gary Shoudy, Jon Carlson, John Todd, Jim Kemerling, Gerry Randall,' 
Coach Fred Stevens in his last year of 
coaching at State High turned out a Wolverine 
Championship team while winning 12 games 
and losing 2. Lost by graduation from this 
championship team were all-City selections 
Bob Miles, Pete Parker, Ted Garneau. Others 
who will be sorely missed this year are Bob 
Beisel, Tom Malbone, Bruce Jennings. This 
year's team will be built around the all-City 
battery of Captain Jim Kemerling and Larry 
Johnson both of whom nearly received the Ki Ki 
Cuyler award in last year's State Legion tourn­
ament in Detroit. Other lettermen returning to 
compose the nucleus of this year's champion­
ship hopeful team are Jim Brown, Randy 
Crockett, Vern Wade, and Bob Bommersbach. 
Other hopefuls who should play a lot of ball 
this year are Mike denOtter, Weldon Johnson, 
Dave Taylor, Gary Vermulen, Glenn Hess, 
Dave Potts, Ralph Valentine, and Dave Cook. 
Although Portage and South Haven have 
been established as co-favorites this season 
doesn't count this year's hustling State High 
ball club completely out. They have probably 
the best pitcher in the league and if the new 
coach Sam Reuschlein can find some hitting 
State High will be tough. J. L. B. Jim Kemerling, Captain 
Track Team 
First Row: Larry Johnson, Arnie Neiboer, Clarke Godfrey, John Boyd, Weldon Johnson, Gene 
Bombich, Tom Flenckenstein, George Schau, Paul Weber, Gary Gauthier, Joe Sugg. 
Second Row: Andy Lenderink, Vern Wade, Henry Gaylord, John Boudman, Ron Siwik, Tom Ried, 
Allen Dowd, Jim Coggan, Rich Jackson, Mike Schrier, Dave Fuller, Tom Brown. 
Third Row: Carl Kiino, Dave Cone, Bo Van Peenan, Joe Passifume, Jim Coleman, Dexter Jennings, 
Win Howard, Tom Lawson, Marv Baldwin, Dave Wade, Ken Hartman, Jim Wise, Mgr. 
The 1956 track team, led by captain Peter 
Parker accumulated a fine record of five dual 
victories and first in the Portage Relays, Wol­
verine League, and Regional Meet. Three school 
records were broken during the season and 
Pete Parker placed third in the 100 and 220 at 
the state meet. 
With the two leading scorers, Pete Parker 
and Nate Taylor, graduating along with eight 
other lettermen who formed the nucleus of the 
squad, the 1957 track team must rebuild if the 
record of last year's squad is to be matched. 
Coach Roy Walters has five returning letter­
men, led by captains-elect Ken Hartman and 
John Boyd, around whom to build this year's 
team. With depth only in the dashes and 
hurdles, and individual stars in the 440 and 
broadjump, capable replacements must be 
found for the half mile, mile, shot put, pole 
vault, and high jump if the thin clads are to 
make a showing in the league this spring. How­
ever, State High and Coach Walters have done 
this job before and, we trust, will do so again. 
Ken Hart,nan, Captain John Boyd, Captain 
Tennis Team 
Back Row: Steve Maloney, Kip Wheeler, Tom Wierman, Bob WhitbPck, Don Bisceglia, Dick Howson, Dave Platt, Woody 
Boudemar:, Dave Anderson, Dave Hackney, Chuck Henry. John Thayer, Student Coach. Front h,J,.,,: Dick Colby, George 
Brown, Bob Tracy, Ed Gemrich, Jon Scott, Kim Sebaly, Jack Schrier, Brad Hodgman. 
Last year State High's tennis team, under 
the able coaching of Carl Engels, lost out on 
their bid for the State championship in the last 
match in which Larry Lillig and Jon Scott bowed 
to a steady East Grand Rapids duo. 
Although last year's team won the Wolver­
ine Conference, regionals, and placed second 
in the state, this year's squad is looking forward 
to an even better season. The reason for such 
a statement is the fact that the netters have 
returning in the old guard Jon Scott, this year's 
captain, Kim Sebaly, Ed Gemrich, Jack Schrier, 
George Brown, Woody Boudeman, and Bob 
Tracy. Also, coming up in the Freshman ranks 
are Dick Colby and Brad Hodgman who have 
already proved themselves in their summer 
play. 
It is a long standing tradition at State High 
to field a championship caliber tennis team. 
This year's squad should be no exception. 
K. P. S. 
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Jon Scott, Captain 
Golf Team 
Back Row: Bryan Wruble. Harry Howard, Chuck Barthold, Cullen Henshaw, George Roberts, Larry Winchell, Mike Platt, 
Tom Hayward, Bill Yates, Phil Roekle. 
Front Row: Jack Pearson. Bert Cooper, Bob Kohrman, Bob Hartman, Skip Baden, Steve Hammond. 
Even though State High's state champion­
ship team has graduated, the outlook is very 
promising for the 1957 golf season. Returning 
along with Captain Bob Kohrman, there are 
such standouts as Bill Yates, Cullen Henshaw, 
Bert Cooper, and Jack Pearson. Also some 
underclassmen who will give the squad a boost 
this year are John Todd, Tom Vandermolen, 
and Joe Sugg. 
State High has a tremendous record to up­
hold in golfing circles. They have lost only one 
match in three years and at the same time 
have won the Regional and State Champion­
ships two consecutive years. 
The team will miss the stars of the past, but 
they still have the hopes of placing high in 
the State. 
R. E. K. 
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Bob Kohrman, Captain 
Cheerleaders 
FOOTBALL CHEERLEADERS: Katy Johnson, Robin Limpus, Terese Skinner, Pat Borgman, Sue 
Conner, Penny Lyon, Jan Correll 
BASKETBALL CHEERLEADERS: Penny Lyon, Sue Conner, Jan Correll, Katy Johnson, Terese Skinner, 
Robin Limpus 68

Student Council Officers 
LEFT TO RIGHT: Richard Born, Treasurer: Suzanne Lennartson, Vice-President; John Boyd,, Pres­
ident; Joan Blanchette, Secretary. 
The 1956-57 Student Council activities began early in the summer when 
John Boyd and Dick Born went to Toledo, Ohio, for the annual national con­
vention of the National Association of Student Cuncils. The four officers and 
the committee chairmen worked hard before the opening of school on the Cub 
Sense Book, the big and little sisters and brothers program, and the Get­
Acquainted Dance. Because of the early football homecoming, the cabinet had 
the job of planning all the festivities for the occasion. 
The magazine sale had a new twist with Pixie Dogs as a prize. The 
treasury hit a high peak, and the council was able to sponsor many activities. 
The individual committees then began functioning and completed many suc­
cessful projects. 
Our War Orphan, a young Greek boy, was sponsored for the first year, 
giving the student body something to be very proud of. 
A closer cooperation between the Student Council and the student body 
and faculty was boosted by weekly visitors to the meetings. Also the officers 
and the P.T.S.A. council worked hand in hand in promoting good will and 
understanding between the Student Council and the parents. The success of 
this year is due largely to Mr. Ray Deur, the council advisor, and the faculty 
members who gave their time and efforts in supporting our committees and 
their activities. To these people we give our sincerest thanks. 
Respectfully submitted, 
JOAN BLANCHETTE, Secretary 
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Student Council 
BACK ROW: Chris Cooper, Judy Dekema, Beth Garneau, Denny Brown, Mike Platt, Bob Kohrman, 
Jim Birch, Tom Moyer, Larry Goggle, Tom Lawson, Paul DeKmte, Dave Anderson, George Brown. 
MIDDLE ROW: Bonnie Blankenberg, Fran Arbuckle, Mary Carney, Barb Burling, Judy Grote, Mary 
Smith, Jim Brown, Jan Correll, Denny Sabo, Clark Godfrey, Bo Van Peenan, Mary Lou Allen, 
Joe Sugg. 
FRONT ROW: Robin Limpus, Dick Born, Joan Blanchette, John Boyd, Sue Lennartson, Jim Betke, 
John Garside, Carol Lemon. 
BACK ROW: Carol Sutton, Nan Perry, Clark Godfrey, Bob Kohrman, Jim Weeldryer, Tom Lawson, 
Larry Goggle, Jim Brown, Dave Anderson, Gary Vermeulen, Bob Awgaitis. 
MIDDLE ROW: Rosemary Burnett, Marilee Masterson, Sandra Riley, Marty Van Peenan, Sandy 
Taylor, Mary Camey, Barb Burling, Mary Lou Allen, Joe Sugg, Bo Van Peenan, Paul DeKorte, 
Mike Weaver, Brian Wruble, Dick Nielson, 
FRONT ROW: Robin Limpus, Dick Born, Sue Lennartson, John Boyd, Joan Blanchette, Jim Betke, 
Jan Correll, Chuck Henry. 
Assembly Committee 
Standing: Mary Howard, Rosemary Burnett, John Boyd, Harry Howard, Jerry Van Tassel, Rick 
Light, Tim Squires, Tim Estes, Charles Henry. 
Seated: Patti Paul, Sandy Rex, Sunna Tiefenthal, Judy Rock, Fran Arbuckle, Marianna Dooley, 
Jan Perry, Paul DeKorte, Denny Sabo. 
Under the able advisorship of Mr. Sack and Mr. Deur, the Assembly 
Committee has enjoyed the planning of State High's assemblies this year. 
Taking the greatest amount of preparation were the annual Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, Easter, and Honors Day assemblies. 
Working together on these and trying to profit from our errors, we have 
enjoyed a successful year. 
Paul De Korte, Chairman 
Social Committee 
Back Row: Joanne Quiring, Carol Schutz, Tom Lawson, Don Bisceglia, Jim Brown, John Garside, 
Rod Wagonmaker, Gary Vermeulen, Dave Platt, Robin Limpus, Gail Baker, Cathy Van Riper. 
Third Row: Joan Blanchette, Jim Woodruff, Bob Kohrman, Clark Godfrey, Dick Howson, Jim 
Kemmerling. 
Second Row: Deanna White, Rosemary Burntee, Randy Crockett, Sue Hodgman, Judy Dekema, 
Bernanne Simpson, Betsy Hosick, Aileen Greanya, Cheryl Standish. 
Front Row: Barb Burling, Beth Garneau, Sue Lennartson, Alice Mabie, Pat Borgman, Marilynn 
Wilsey, Nancy Hotneier, Priscilla Todd, Penny Lynon. 
The Social Committee is in charge of the dances throughout the year. It 
sponsors a dance each month. The first dance was the Get-Acquainted Dance, 
held the Saturday before school started. Its purpose was to acquaint the new 
students with the school and student body. 
The October dance was the Homecoming dance, held in honor of the 
queen and her court. 
The Christmas Formal was held late in December. It was called the 
"Christmas Cotillion", and was decorated with angels, bells, and Christmas 
greens. 
The Farewell Dance in May is to honor the seniors, graduating in June. 
Carol Schutz, Chairman 
Back Row: Bob Schutz, Brad Hodgman, Mike Platt, Tom Brown, Bill Whitbeck, Allen Dowd, Steve 
Hammond, Ron Schutz, Larry Mercure. 
Middle Row: Leslie Schwarz, Bonnie Blankenberg. Marty Boudeman, Dawn Isaacs, Sue Harada, 
Penny Scott, Marty Van Peenan, Stephanie Wenner. 
Front Row: Ann Sorlie, Barbara Smith, Mary Curren, Adair Simonds, Carole Shepherd, Sue 
Schroeder, Emily Jackson, Sue Van Riper, Cris Cooper. 
Pep Committee 
Back Row: John Todd, Dave Potts, Cullen Henshaw, Bert Cooper, Ralph Valentine, Bill Yates, 
Carl Kiino, Tom Brown. 
Middle Row: Larry Mercure, Bob Awgaitis, Pam Noble, Bonnie Blankenberg, Judy Dargitz, Sandy 
Schau, Pat Anderson, Ruth Ann Bryan, Sue Hodgman, Gail Buchanan, Sue Conner, Sally 
Dargitz, Lee Mims, Brad Hodgman. 
Front Row: Linda Shand, Gail Baker, Beth Garneau, Jean Buelke, Linda Rogers, Burlene Gildea, 
Katy Johnson, Carole Shepherd, Adair Simmonds. 
The duty of the Pep Committee is to promote school spirit and to support 
our athletic teams. This we have tried to do well, yet at times we did poorly. 
Some very successful projects were decorations for the halls and games, foot­
ball and basketball homecomings, "Dad's" night, and our exchange assembly 
with Plainwell. Regular activities were publicity, regulation of buses to games, 
and pep assemblies. As a whole, I think we can call it a successful year. 
Robin Limpus, Chairman 
Back Row: Barb Burling, Andy Lenderink, Jon Scott, Alice Mabie, Dick Born, Randy Crockett. 
Middle Row: Sharon Gildea, Judy Grote, Joan Blanchette, Jim Kemmerling, Jan Correll, Jim Brown, 
Pat Borgman, Carol Schutz, Penny Lyon. 
Front Row: Robin Limpus, Saun Hybels, Nancy Brown, Judy Rock, Cathy Van Riper, Marilynn 
Wilsey, John Garside. 74 
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Citizenship Committee 
Back Row: Dave Platt, Frank Ell, Henry Gaylord, Kim Sebaly, Jim Brown, Clark Godfrey. 
Middle Row: Dave Schroeder, Evelyn Kiino, Sandy Burke, Sue Lennartson, Cynthia Boyce, Dan 
Davidson. 
Front Row: Jim Belke, Mary Lou Allen, Jan Correll, Mary Smith, Nancy Hotneier, Lynn Larzelere, 
Fred Allen. 
The Citizenship Committee first undertook the clean-up project of the 
grounds and halls. 
After the first weeks of good weather ended, noon-time activities were 
planned. These included the bandroom for dancing, library for study, and rooms 
for cards and checkers. 
The Citizenship Committee will work with the vice president in planning 
the Town Meeting in the spring. 
The all-school picnic will be planned for late in the school year, and the 
Carnival will take place in the Spring. 
Mary Lou Allen, Chairman 
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Service Committee 
Back Row: John Thomasma, John Bowen, Don Simmons, Joan Blanchette, Ed Gemrich, Gary 
Vermeulen, Jim Malone. 
Third Ro,,.;: Alice Osterberg, Julie Peelen, Fran Fleckenstein, Mary Howard, Nan Perry, Jan Perry, 
Patti Paull, Mary Carney. 
Second Row: Linda Scott, Sandy Taylor, Betsy Hosick, Soun Hybels, Nancy Brown, Sally Spaulding, 
Carole Shepherd, Sue Hilgart, Sherry Wilson. 
Front Row: Sue Schroeder, Gretchen Maus, Lynn Larzelere, Pat Linn, Carolyn Moore, Judy Grote, 
Deanna White, Mary Stelma, Marilyn Beattie. 
With the support of the entire student body, this year's Service Committee 
was able to fulfill its purpose, that of "service". Among our sponsored projects 
were the tum-a-bout dance, the Red Cross Drive, the Thanksgiving Baskets, 
and the Christmas Stockings. Our final project, the annual March of Dimes, 
with the support of almost every student, raised a large sum of money to aid 
in the fight against polio. 
We'd like to wish next year's committee the greatest success possible and 
to thank our advisor, Mr. Deur, for his help in making this one of the Service 
Committee's best years. 
Mary Camey, Chairman 
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Friendship Committee 
Back Row: Jack Pearson, Bo Van Peenan, Tony Scott, Clark Godfrey, Jon Carlson, Allen Dowd, 
Mike Weaver, Kim Sebaly. 
Middle Row: Mary Lou Allen, Sue Lennartson, Priscilla Todd, Jan Correll, Sharon Gildea, Carol 
Sutton, Ruth Ann Bryan, Joy Gaylord. 
Front Row: Stephanie Wenner, Sandra Riley, Sandy Burke, Wendy Locke, Judy Dekema, Fran 
Fleckenstein, Marilee Masterson, Sandy Taylor. 
The Friendship Committee, under the advisorship of Mr. Deur and the 
service of twenty-five active members has undertaken many successful projects 
this year. The opportunity for promoting good will between Freshmen and 
new students was accomplished through the Big Brother and Sister plan. This 
friendly attitude between all students and an enthusiastic spirit was obvious 
on such occasions as the Toys for Tots Drive and the Christmas Carol Sing. 
Our final project was the planning of the teacher appreciation day assem­
bly in the Spring. This gave students an opportunity to express their gratitude 
to the teachers for their willing assistance throughout the year. 
Five members represented the Friendship Committee on Inter-School 
Council. These were Suzanne Lennartson, Ruthann Bryan, Jon Carlson, Jim 
Brown, and Jan Correll. This council helped to further better relationships 
between surrounding schools through monthly discussion meetings. 
Jan Correll, Chairman 
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Highlander Staff
Standing: Dave Schroeder, Clark Godfrey, Dick Born. 
Seated: Nancy Gay, Mary Smith, Linda Scott. 
The Highlander Staff this year has done its best to bring into this book 
a complete representation of the student body, activities, and events of the 
school year. From last August until late this spring each member has strived 
to do his part and help meet our various deadlines. 
We of the staff have enjoyed working together with our advisor, Mr. 
Vuicich and photographer, Mr. Bennett to put this book together and we hope 
you enjoy the result. 
Mary Smith, Editor 
Standing: Joan Blanchette, Bill Whitbeck, Sue Conner. Carol Lemon 
Seated: Jim Brown, Robin Limpus, Sue Hodgman. 
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Standing: Judy Grote, Nan Perry, Alice Mabie. 
Seated: Barb Burling, Carol Sutton, Nancy Hotneier, Sharon Gildea. 
Standing: Mary Lou Allen, Kim Sebaly, Mary Carney 
Seated: Dick Howson, Soun Hybels, Judy Rock. 
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State Highlights 
Standing: Nancy Gay, Peggy Beloof, Bert Cooper, Linda Scott, Gail Buchanan, Kim Sebaly. 
Seated: Sue Hodgman, Ruth Ann Bryan, Ed Gemrich, Bob Kohrman, Carl Kiino. 
The imagination of Harriet Persons and Nancee Gay .. . the "sharp" ears 
of Sue Hodgman and Karlene Gunnette and their human interest ... the quick 
sense of humor possessed by Ruthann Bryan and Pat Anderson ... the nimble 
fingers of Eddie Gemrich, Tom Reid, and Bert Cooper ... the perseverance of 
Peggy Beloof, Aileen Greanya, and Bob Kohrman ... the keen eyes of veteran 
proofreaders, Cullen Henshaw and Kim Sebaly ... the patience of Mary Stelma, 
Astride Jakobsons, and Jerry Cross on "dummy day" ... the sports knowledge 
of Bill Yates and Carl Kiino ... the mathematical brains of professional head­
line writers, Linda Scott, Sandra Taylor, and Carole Lemon ... and the friend­
liness of Gail Buchanan and Sandra Rex, the girls with the "noses for news". 
These people and their talents formed the 1956-1957 staff of the Highlights, 
aided by the patience, cheerfulness, and knowledge of Miss Giedeman. 
r 
Standing: Sandy Rex, Sandy Taylor, Jerry Cross, Mary Stelma, Pat Anderson, Aileen Greanya, 
Bill Yates, Carol Lemon. 
Seated: Karlene Gunnette, Tom Reid, Cullen Henshaw, Astrid Jacobson. 
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Choir 
Back row: Joanne Quiring, Mary Peelen, Burlene Gildea. Mary Howard, David Hackney, Joe 
Passafiume, Jim Belke, Jim Weeldreyer, Alan Dowd. Gary Gauthier. John Boudeman. Bert 
Hybels. Joe Sugg, Dan Davidson, Bob Hartman, Alfred Curtenius, Paul DeKorte. 
Third row: Pat Borgman, Liz Manske, Cheryl Standish, Bernanne Simpson, Rosemary Burnett. Evelyn 
Kiino, Mary Ann Olson, Patti Paull. David Schau, Dave Anderson, Wally Kent, George Schau, 
Dee Reavis, Sue Lennartson. Leslie Schwarz, Chris Cooper, Terese Skinner, Jan Correll. 
Second row: Marilyn Brink, Suna Tielenthal. Mary Curren, Ann Kercher, Katy Johnson, Mary Burling, 
Penny Scott, Sue Faunce, Martha Roth, Lee Mimms, Rosemary Sugden, Dick Egland, Cathy 
Van Riper, Jean Buelke, Pat Baker, Judy Dekema, Linda Rogers, Karen Johnson. 
Front row: Sharon Gildea, Kathy Kersjes, Lynn Larzelere, Tom Wierman, Fred Allen, Sue Harada, 
Sandy Burke, Marilyn Peterson, Pam Noble. 
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Back row: Harry Howard, Ginger Schau, Fran Arbuckle, 
Tom Hayward. 
Front row: Jackie Baden, Herschel Hill, Carolyn Moore, 
Cathy Van Riper, Paul DeKorte. 
Band 
Back row: Bob Koets, Tim Estes, Skip Baden, Paul Weber. 
Front row: Ron Van Horn, Charles Henry, Mike Schrier. 
Back row: Pete Lloyd, John Brunner, Jim Baker. 
Front row: Don Pyne, Craig Babcock, Kelvin Enz, Judy 
Grubb. 
Ron Smith, Larry Chojnowski. 
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Back row: Judy Brown, Marilyn Brink, Karol Selleck, Barbara 
Smith. 
Front row: Brian Wruble, Judy Woodward, Peggy Beloof, 
Carolyn Kaercher, Susan Van Riper. 
Back row: Jackie Baden, Edward Persons, Jim Birch, Fred 
Kolloff, Ginger Schau. 
Front row: Linda Shand, Tim Squires, Aileen Greanya. 
Back row: Phil Nantz, Marilyn Peterson, Ward Riley, Linda 
White, Marianna Dooley. 
Front row: Frank Ell, Carol Sutton, Linda Chojnowski, 
83 Sandra Riley, Dick Nielsen. 
Monitors 
Standing: Gerald Randall, Marilyn Beattie, Jim Malone. 
Seated: Sandy Taylor, Alice Mabie, Gail Buchanan. 
State High's Monitor system is a tradition in which we take great pride. 
For twenty years the students, who are chosen for citizenship, scholarship and 
leadership, have been serving in the halls, study halls and office. Besides their 
usual duties, the monitors this year enjoyed a hayride and the Monitor-High­
lights Luncheon among other activities. 
The officers of the first semester were: President, Gary Vermeulen; Vice­
President, Cullen Henshaw; Secretary, Mary Smith; and Treasurer, Larry 
Johnson. Second semester officers were: President, Clarke Godfrey; Vice­
President, Tom Lawson; Secretary, Barb Burling; Treasurer, Mary Lou Allen. 
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Standing: Bill Daugherty, Wally Kent, Marv Baldwin, Jim Betke, Dick Born, Don Simmons, Cullen 
Henshaw, Tony Scott, Clark Godfrey, Pat Anderson. 
Seated: Nancy Brown, Judy Rock, Mary Lou Allen, Barb Burling, Mary Smith, Judy Dekema, 
Mary Carney, Joan Blanchette. 
Back Row: Don Pyne, Dave Anderson, Tom Lawson, Kim Sabaly, Carl Kiino, Gary Vermeulen, 
Dan Davidson, Mike Weaver. 
Middle Row: Ruth Ann Bryan, Sharon Gildea, Jan Correll, Pat Borgman, Marilynn Wilsey, Carol 
Schutz, Astrid Jacobson, Sherry Wilson, Nancy Hotneier. 
Front Row: Judy Grote, Carol Richardson, Linda Scott, Barb Burling, Betsy Hosick, Karen Wilkins, 
Sue Hodgman, Sandy Quandt. 
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Spanish Club 
Left to Right: Cathy Van Riper, Carolyn Kaercher, Sue Lennartson, Karen Johnson. Pat Anderson, 
Nancy Brown, Ed Gemrich, Gail Buchanan, Gretchen Maus, Jerry Van Tassel. Judy Brown, 
Jim Betke, Sherry Wilson, Eugene Wu, Jim Kemmerling, Mrs. Monroe. 
We got the year started off with a bang by electing new officers: Pat 
Anderson, president; Suzanne Lennartson, vice president; Pat Borgman, secre­
tary; and Jim Kemerling, treasurer. 
Again we sold candy in the Spanish room during noon hours. At first the 
kids thought the Co-op candy was better but soon realized ours was just as 
good. 
During the week of December 3, 1956, the club was busy getting ready 
for our Christmas Fiesta. We had a Pinata full of presents, refreshments, and 
games. 
In the spring we will hold our annual Spanish Club dinner. It will consist 
of all kinds of Spanish food, and we usually play Spanish games. 
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Dramatics Club 
Back Row: Jerry Cross, Jerry Van Tassel, Wendy Locke, Sue Van Hoove, Diana Boudeman, Sandy 
Taylor, Jim Woodruff. 
Third Row: Bernanne Simpson, Gail Baker, Julie Peelen, Polly Greiner, Jan Perry, Janet Sheets, 
Janice Pemberton, Mary Stelma, Mary Ann Olson. 
Second Row: Peggy Beloof, Karlene Gunnette, Joanne Quiring, Judy Dekema, Ruth Ann Bryan, 
Cynthia Boyce, Cheryl Standish, Jackie Baden, Linda Shand. 
Front Row: Rosemary Burnett, Sandy Rex, Sally Dargitz, Kenwyn Gibson, Judy Dargitz, Gail 
Buchanan, Beth Garneau, Deanna White, Aileen Greanya. 
The Play Production Club under the guidance 
of Miss Bernyce Cleveland met both A and B 
weeks. The ultimate aim of the club was the pro­
duction of the school play "Father Knows Best", 
which was extremely successful. 
The club members divided into committees for 
work on the play. The committees consisted of 
advertising, tickets, programs, props, make-up, 
costumes, and staging. 
The members chose as their officers Joanne 
Quiring, president, a very able leader; Karlene 
Gunnette, who was ready and competent to take 
over in her absence, as vice president; Sandra 
Taylor, secretary, to keep the records in order; and 
Jan Perry, treasurer, who kept an eye on the money. 
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Math Club 
Standing: Mr. Weber, Tim Estes, Kip Wheeler, Dave Sheldon, Ed Gemrich. Don Pyne, Mike Decker, 
Jim Malone, Tom Reid, Bo Van Peenan, Tony Scott, Clark Godfrey, Jim Kemmerling, Dick 
Nielsen, Mr. Hackney. 
Seated: Nan Perry, Jan Perry, Deanna White. Mary Stelma, Dave Schroeder, Craig Babcock, 
Rosemary Burnett, John Boyd, Marianna Dooley, Pat Anderson, Dave Herman, Denny Sab?. 
The Math Club at State High is a good cross-section of the student body 
this year. The officers elected for this year were John Boyd as president, Craig 
Babcock as vice president, Rosemary Burnett as secretary, and Dave Schroeder 
as treasurer. On a Wednesday night of each month thirty students get together 
and solve mathematical puzzles, listen to talks by their fellow students or 
visitors, conduct a business meeting to discuss dues, trips, etc., and eat refresh­
ments while talking or playing games. The annual club trip to the Math Con­
ference at Ann Arbor is on the agenda for January 12, 1957, and we plan to 
visit an automobile manufacturing plant sometime this year. We have had 
one visitor, Mr. C. J. Arbuckle, who showed us film strips and gave us some 
interesting information on the workings of the I.B.M. machines. We hope to 
have more outside speakers with such interesting topics. The Math Club is an 
interesting and profitable club that certainly benefits all its members as well as 
providing them with a source of enjoyment. 
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Adva need Chess Club 
Back Row:Arlon Coble, David Worden, Jack Schrier, Jim Malone, Jim Betke. 
Front Row: Mike Decker, Bert Hybels, Tom Reid, Mary Baldwin, David Sheldon, Cullen Henshaw. 
Chess Club 
Back Row: David Taylor, Rick Light, John Todd. 
Middle Row: Tom Fleckenstein, Jon Edwards, Kelvin Enz, Jim Thurston. 
Front Row: Tim Estes, Richard Obreiter, Phil Roekle, Gerald Aube, Edward Persons. 
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Swing Band 
Standing: Skip Baden, Dick Nielsen, Charles Henry, Ron Smith, Tim Estes, Frank Ell. Craig 
Babcock, Tom Hayward, Paul Weber, Fred Kollott. 
Seated: Linda Chojnowski, Peggy Beloo!, Susan Van Riper, Carolyn Moore, Judy Grubb, Carolyn 
Kaercher. 
FOURTH ROW: Linda Shand, Tim Squires, Skip Baden. Dr. Beloof. 
THIRD ROW: Carolyn Kaercher. Peggy Beloo!, Dick Neilsen, Carol Sutton, Jackie Baden. 
SECOND ROW: Tom Hayward, Paul Weber, Carolyn Moore, Kelvin Enz, Paul DeKorte. 
FIRST ROW: Ron Smith, Chuck Henry, Tim Estes. 
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Future Nurses 
r 
Left to right: Wendy Locke, Karen Johnson, Marilyn Brink, Sue Van Hoeve, Joanne Quiring, Ruthann 
Bryan, Gail Baker, Carol Richardson, Diana Anderson, Libby Tagge!!, Sandy Burke, Barb Balch. 
Under the sponsorship of Miss Crismon, the 
Future Nurses Club has had a good year. Many of 
the thirty-three members spent one hour a week 
working at the Bronson Methodist Hospital. The 
club was a member of the Inter-School Future 
Nurses Council, which put on various service pro-
jects. The officers of this year's club were: Judy 
Rock, president; Libby Taggett. vice president; Sue 
Van Hoeve, secretary; and Sandy Riley , treasurer. 
I ./ 
-Left to right: Karol Selleck, Sandra Riley, Fran Fleckenstein, Sberry Wilson, Liz Manske, Mary 
Householder, Marilee Masterson, Cheryl Wilcox, Nancy White, Merry Burling, Judy Woodward. 
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Left to Right: Bonnie Blankenberg, Jane Mahoney. Penny Scott, Marty Boudeman, Judy Brown, 
Dee Reavis, Leslie Schwarz, Mary Howard, Cris Cooper, Carol Schutz, Pat Borgman, Nancy 
Hotneier, Pat Baker, Judy Grote, Mary Carney, Joan Blanchette, Beth Fox. 
If you had walked down to the women's swimming pool each Tuesday 
and Thursday night after school, you would have seen the Fin-ells practicing 
routines for their water show, "School Daze." The numbers were all important 
events that took place at State High during the year, ending with graduation 
as the finale. 
The club consisted of seventeen members. Carol Schutz was president; 
Pat Borgman, vice-president; Joan Blanchette, secretary; Cris Cooper, treasurer; 
and Miss Hainks, teacher supervisor. 
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Back Row: Jim Kemmerling, Jon Scott, Dave Platt, Tern Cook, Gary Vermeulen. 
Middle Row: Mike Weaver, Bert Cooper, Tom Brown, John Boyd, Andy Lenderink, George Schau, 
Ron Siwik. 
Front Row: Dave Fuller, Jim Brown, Clark Godfrey, Bob Kohrman, Dick Howson, Rod Wagonmaker. 
Left to right: Jim Brown, Sec.; Andy Lenderink, Vice-Pres.; 
Rich Howson, Pres.; Clark Godfrey, Treas. 
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Political Club 
Back Row: Richard Nielsen, Fred Allen, Mary Householder, Pat Linn, Mr. Norris. 
Middle Row: Bob Tracy, Wally Kent, Dave Anderson, Jon Carlson, George Brown, Allen Dowd, 
David Schau, Herschel Hill, Bob A wgaitis. 
Front Row: Suna Tiefenthal, Marilyn Beattie, Jean Buelke, Deanna White, Fran Arbuckle, Lynn 
Larzelere, Elizabeth Manske, Marianna Dooley. 
Since there was an election last fall, a political club of interested students 
was formed at State High. Twenty-two students joined the club which was 
sponsored by Mr. Norris. The members elected Jon Carlson, president; Fran 
Arbuckle, secretary; and Jean Buelke, treasurer. 
This club met weekly to discuss issues of importance to voters, and to listen 
to speakers of both political parties. Two of the speakers were Mr. Jacob Dalm 
Jr., Kalamazoo County Prosecuting Attorney, who was up for re-election on 
the Republican ticket, and Dr. William Weber of Western Michigan College, 
who analyzed the election for us. 
After the election was over, attention was turned to world affairs. During 
this time we took part in Government Day and listened to several speakers 
who helped to explain certain phases of the world situation to us. Among these 
speakers was Dr. MacMillan, who had spent the previous summer in the 
Soviet Union. 
Not only was this club enjoyable to the members, but also very educational. 
It is the sincere desire of the present members that the Political Club be 
continued. 
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Western Trip 
STANDING: Mrs. Powless, Sherry Wilson, Betsy Hosick, Jane Scholten, Karlene Gunnette, Judy 
Brown, John Gibson, Linda Chojnowski. George Brown, Mary Wise. Tim Estes, Becky Bohlman, 
Skip Baden, Dick Doyle, Wally Kent. Phil Roekle, Bob Hartman, Paul Smith, Judy Dargitz, 
Sally Dargitz. 
SEATED: Eddie Powless, Marilyn Beattie, Jackie Baden, Sandy Schau, Cheryl Standish, Mr. Deur, 
Bert Hybels. 
The twenty day camping trip last summer was one to be remembered 
by all. It was the longest one to be taken by the travel clubs of State High. 
Everyone had an exciting and interesting time. Some of the remarkable sights 
seen by the campers were a rodeo, a building made of dinosaur bones, Grand 
Teton Glacier and the Teton Mountains, a very interesting Indian dance, Old 
Faithful, the hot springs, Tower Falls, Artist's Point, and the other wondrous 
sights of Yellowstone. 
The campers will never forget the fifteen mile trudge up and down the 
mountain in the Tetons, or horseback riding the next day. The memory of the 
cold, cold water in the lakes in the West will not escape them, or, of course, 
the fun of pitching tents, running away from bears, and cooking meals over 
the open fire. 
Camping Sites: 
Wildcat Den State Park 
Wahoo, Nebraska 
Ogallala, Nebraska 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 
Landers, Wyoming 
Colter Bay, Tetons National Park 
Old Faithful, Yellowstone National Park 
Fishing Bridge, Yellowstone National Park 
Cody, Wyoming 
Gilette, Wyoming 
Sheridan Lake, South Dakota 
Chamberlain, South Dakota 
Algona, Iowa 
Mendota, Illinois 
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Travel 
Back Row: Charles Henry, Jon Edwards, Lee Mimms, Ed Gemrich, Carl Kiino, Tom Brown, Bob 
Kohrman, Jim Woodruff, Harry Howard, Tim Estes, Dick Strube, Dirk Scholten, Kip Wheeler, 
Bob Awgaitis. 
Middle Row: Jackie Baden, Dee Reavis, Lynn Larzelere, Marty Van Peenan, Evelyn Kiino, Steph­
anie Wenner, Linda White, Sandy Quandt. Sally Vinel. Brenda Forester, Ginger Schau, Joy 
Gaylord, Jean Chandler, Paul Smith, George Brown, Sally Nuyen. 
Front Row: Aileen Greanya, Linda Shand, Adair Simmonds, Cheryl Koons, Sandy Schau, Linda 
Rogers, Burlene Gildea, Katy Johnson, Sue Faunce, Marilyn Beattie, Judy Brown, Jane Scholten, 
Sharon Tobias. 
The Travel Club has been divided into two groups this year. The primary 
purpose of these groups is to discuss and decide on trips to be taken during 
spring vacation and the summer. They have also previewed past trips taken 
by other travel clubs and school groups. Discussion on places, such as Florida, 
Canada, Northern Michigan, Kentucky, Hudson Bay, Yellowstone, and Alaska 
for this year's summer trip have been held. Plans for the European trip in 1958 
are being made. 
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Travel Club 
Back Row: Larry Winchell, Jim Weeldreyer, Bert Hybels, Woody Boudeman, Bill Daugherty, Newell 
Hetrick, Dave Potts, Bob Chapman, Don Pyne, Elmer Bean. 
Third Row: Bob Hartman, Dick Doyle, Sal!y Spaulding, Mary Wise, Pete Lloyd, Marty Van Peenan, 
Stephanie Wenner, Cris Cooper. 
Second Row: Joan Simcox, Becky Bohlman, Carole Shepherd, Sandra Riley, Judy Woodward, 
Carolyn Moore. 
Front Row: Sue Schroeder, Sue Hilgart, Nancy White, Susan Van Riper, Betsy Hosick, Linda Rogers, 
Burlene Gildea, Ginger Schau, Linda Barak. 
Back Row: Ralph Valentine, Bill Yates, Phil Fox, Bill Hightower, Charles Barthold, Larry Cjohnow­
ski, Brad Hodgman, Bob Schutz, Fred Allen, David Worden, Doug Daugherty, Arlen Coble. 
Middle Row: Jim Baker, Ruth Ann Bryan, Marty Boudeman, Dawn Isaacs, Sue Harada, Leslie 
Schwarz, Larry Mercure. 
Front Row: Wendy Locke, Barbara Smith, Mary Curren, Ann Kercher, Rosemary Sugden, Cinda 
Cox, Bonnie Blankenberg, Penny Scott. 
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Science Club 
Back Row: Win Howard, Dave Herman, Gay Vermeulen, John Boyd, Charles Henry, Kip Wheeler. 
Mdidle Row: Don Simmons, Mike Weaver, Bob Bommersbach, Jim Malone, John Bowen, Richard 
Strube, Jim Siwik, Craig Babcock, Bob Koets, 
Front Row: Tom Reid, Rosemary Burnett, Mary Stelma, Dirk Scholten, Brian Wruble, Harry Howard, 
Mr. Engels, David Sheldon. 
It is our purpose in this club to supplement knowledge gained from books 
with experience acquired from actually working with the things we are inter­
ested in. We endeavor to gain this valuable experience with the aid and advice 
of our sponsor, Mr. Engels. Our regular club meetings are devoted to sharing 
experiences and getting advice. 
Several of us are actively engaged in fascinating projects which include 
an experiment to de.termine the effect and importance of vitamins on rats, a 
high voltage Tesla coil, a cloud chamber, a photocell circuit, the magnetic 
suspension of a steel ball, and a series of experiments with colored solutions. 
Pictured above is a small inexpensive cloud chamber apparatus used to make 
radiation in the air visible. 
We expect to make some field trips which may include a tour of a sewage 
disposal plant and of Upjohn's research laboratory. 
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Christmas Formal 
Hall Decorations 
Decorations 
Hold those 
Hall Decorations 
Christmas spirit 
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Christmas Decorations 
School Projects 
Change tables 
Refreshments for the workers Toys for Tots 
Christmas Carolling Carol Sing 
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"March" of Dimes 
Assemblies 
Talent Assembly Talent Assembly 
Christmas Assembly ushers 
Christmas Assembly 102 Football Awards Assembly 
Climbing high? School spirit 
Those yelling Juniors 
103 
Freshman Dress-up Day 
Dances 
January Jump 
Pay before entering 
Refreshments anyone? 
Homecoming 104 
Football Court· 
105 
��Father Knows Best'' 
Jim Anderson ...... .................... David Platt 
Margaret Anderson ....... Gail Buchanan 
Betty........... . .......... Katy Johnson 
Kathy ................................ ..... .. Sandy Rex 
Bud .......................... .... .. ........ Lee Mimms 
Janie........ ..... .......... . .... Kathy Van Riper 
Rosemary Burnett 
Ramona............. .. Sandy Taylor 
Mary Smith 
Patty......................... ..Kathy Kersjes 
Repair Man .......... .... . .. ... George Brown 
Ralph.......... . ..... .... Jerry Cross 
Mr. Brinkworth. . ..... Wally Kent 
Officer Johnson. . ..... Bob Awgaitis 
Bud's Friend..... . ..Jim Woodruff 
Mrs. Wembly ............... ..... Pat Anderson 
Mrs. Jones .................. ... Susan Schroeder 
Mrs. Woolsey ...................... Beth Garneau 
Perkins .................................... Peggy Beloof 
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Blue and Gold 
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Operetta 
Boys' Glee Club 
Last Row: Dave Schroeder, Mike Platt, Alfred Curtenius, Tom Reid, George Brown, Bob Koets, 
Bill Whitbeck, Allen Dowd, Dave Platt, Jim Birch, Dan Davidson, Denny Brown, Bert Hybels, 
Paul DeKorte. 
Middle Row: Tony Scott, John Boyd, Jim Weeldreyer, Dave Anderson, David Schau, Jim Betke, 
Gary Gauthier, Wally Kent, Steve Hammond. 
Front Row: Richard Egland, Tom Wierman, Bob Schutz, Brad Hodgman, Ron Schutz, Fred Allen, 
Mike Schrier, Ward Riley, Weldon Johnson. 
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CLASS HONORS · · · 
are yours when you wear a watch 
from Morrison's. Choose from such 
outstanding examples of the w�tch­
maker's art as: Movado, Hamilton, 
Elgin, Girard - Perregaux, Ernest 
Borel and Cyma. 
28-Jewel Movado Automatic
Doubly protected against shock.
Water resistant,
14 Kt. gold 
St. Steel and U Kt. gold 
Stalnltu Steel 
from $185.00 
from $150.00 
from $120.00 
fed. Tax Inc, 
See the many other fine watches 
in our collection. Priced 
_
from 
$l9. 95_ Convenient Credit Terms
Available. 
:J)� S,.J E W E l I A
356 S. Burdick d Lovell
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VAHEY MUSIC COMPANY 
479 West Michigan Avenue 
KALAMAZOO 
Baldwin Pianos & Organs Exclusively 
TheToyandHohhyShop
Toys-Gifts-Hobby Supplies 
1728 South Weslnedge FI 4-1677 
Compliments of 
Beekman' s Flowers 
Rowers ... for all occasions 
Phune Fl 2-3739 8131 S. Westnedge Ave. 
INSURE WITH THE 
JOHN KEYSER 
AGENCY 
425 West Lovell 
4-6196
AUTO-FIRE-HOSPIT ALIZA T/ON 
LIFE 
MAX MOORE'S TELEVISION 
2011 West Main Street 
PHONE Fl 3-2551 
"The House That Service Built" 
ONE LOAF 
WILL CONVINCE YOU! 
Stafford Hardware Co. 
1722 West Main Street 
OPEN EVENINGS TILL 9 P.M. 
GILMORE BROTHERS 
Established 1881 
MEN'S STORE TOY STORE 
MAIN STORE 
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Compliments of 
Beattie Drugs 
3112 Oakland Drive 
M. HOWARD GIDEON CO.
G. E. APPLIANCES 
Educational Toys 
DISCUSS YOUR 
BUILDING PLANS 
wtfh_ M ! 
As YOU build in the future, REMEMBER 
Godfrey Lumber has been "helping build 
Kalamazoo" for over 50 years. Take ad­
vantage of our experience, and prompt, 
PERSONAL attention on YOUR building 
projects-large or small ! 
•. G!���!�.fll� 
8fl tl/OSSTOWII PIIIIIIWl/1 • l blod1 ea1t of Porfa9e • Pl/0/ll l-f/181 
. .. it's from LEO'S 
Winther's General Store 
3050 Oakland Drive 
Best Wishes to the Graduating Class 
MANGEL'S 
CONGRATULATIONS FROM 
BISCEGLIA MOTOR SALES, INC. 
Your Studebaker Dealer 
YOU ARE NEVER TOO OLD 
To Make Sure Your Shoes Are 
FITTED CORRECTLY! 
LITTLE CHICK SHOE SHOP 
426 South Burdick 
"There's a girl I'd like to know" 
"She has su much poise and confidence- I'll bet she 
works for Lhe telephone company. Those girls are so 
altractive and have such friendly, pleasant manners." 
They're talking about Lucy, who started working 
for Michigan Bell right out of high school. She was 
trained by friendly, understanding supervisors and 
today she's proud of her work; enjoys a fine salary, 
regular wage increases, and many new friends. 
Lucy was delighted from the very first by the clean. 
pleasant surroundings, by the regularly scheduled mid­
morning and midafternoon "breaks" for relaxing in 
comfortable lounge rooms, and by the opportunities 
for advancement. 
lsn·t that Lhe kind of job you want? Then why not 
get in touch ,rith us now? We'll be happy to tell you 
more about the variety of interesting telephone jobs 
available to high school graduates. 
A Good Place to Work 
MICHIGAN BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY 
113 
il'IA , 0 1 1 
Congratulations, ST ATE HIGH Seniors! 
� 
LOUIS C KINGSCOTT t,, ASSOCIATES, INC. 
A R C H I T E C T S A N D  C N G I N C E R S
- 5 1 1 M Or✓ ROE ST RC ET. K !\ LA M AZ O ('I M I C H I G A N 
Elizabeth 
SEWING SHOP 
Phone 5-5481 
Cork-Lane Shopping Center, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
62 Years of Service in 
THRIFT 
and 
HOME FINANCING 
FIRST FEDERAL 
savings and - loan 
ASSOCIATION 
West Michigan at Park 
Kalamazoo Michigan 
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TOM CRONLEY 
Recommends "Fords" 
FIRST for 
Coats - Suits - Dresses 
FIRST for 
Sportswear 
FIRST for 
Fashions . . •
PURCELLS 
223 SOUTH BURDICK 
Congratulations, ST ATE HIGH Seniors! 
Your Photographer 
BENNETT STUDIO 
136 E•AST SOUTH STREET PHONE FI 5-0 334 
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WESTERN'S 
CAMPUS 
STORES 
APPRECIATE 
THEIR 
HIGH SCHOOL 
FRIENDS! 
116 I 
I I 
Koo 1 ====== NAPPER 
--co.--
CLOTHING-FURNLSH/NGS-SPORTSWEAR 
128 North Burdick Street 
CHARLES H. BROWN 
AND SON 
GENERAL-ELECTRIC 
HOME APPLIANCES 
154 W. Michigan Avenue 
THE DRUG SHOP 
INCORPORATED 
PROFESSIONAL PHARMACY 
121 E. South St. 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Phone Fl 3-1253 
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SPORTS L E E , s HOBBIES
"Fun For Everyone" 
CORK LANE SHOPPING CENTER 
Phone Fl 5-5555 
ask for ... 
KLOVER GOLD 
DAIRY PRODUCTS 
Phone Fl 3-2558 
Coordinated Fashions 
for 
Coeds and Careers 
WKM I 
your 
Station for 
e MUSIC 
e NEWS 
e SPORTS 
GOOD EATING 
PRETZER'S GRILL & DAIRY BAR 
2436 Douglas Avenue 
Congratulations From 
BREEDVELD'S SHOES 
"A NAME IN FOOTWEAR THAT IS YOUR GUARANTEE OF QUALITY'' 
Two locations 
to serve you 
Downtown-Corner Burdick & South Sts. 
Milwood-Corner Lover's Lane & Portage 
Compliments of 
Fuller Manufacturing Company 
COMPLIMENTS OF-
THE AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK AND TRUSl 
COMPANY OF KALAMAZOO 
The Friendly Bank in the Big Building 
118 
Best Wishes and a Happy Future 
to the Class of 1957
A. W. JOHNSON 
COMPANY 
127 South Rose Street 
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S APPAREL 
"Complete Building Service" 
DeKreek Lumber Company 
1001 NORTH PITCHER STREET 
Williams & Company 
JEWELERS and OPTOMETRISTS 
224 South Burdick Street 
Kalamazoo Michigan 
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AUTO ACCESSORIES 
and 
SEAT COVER 
HEADQUARTERS 
in 
KALAMAZOO 
ROBERT E. HARTMAN, 
INC. 
828 Portage Street 
Phone Fl 4-9218 Kalamazoo, Mich. 
��A..L-CA 
JEWELE"-
"For the finest in Diamonds" 
I 1 2 W. IOUTH ST&IIT 
KALAMAZOO , MICHIGAN 
For Your College Corsages, Wedding 
Flowers, Flowers for the New Baby, 
State High Graduates please remember 
Schafers Flowers 
1402 Main Street 
CONG RA TULA TIONS 
To The Class of 1957 
Cortright & Brown Insurance Agcy. 
Congratulations to State High 
Seniors ! 
Clay's Milwood Bootery 
D & C STORES, Inc. 
Your Friendly $.05 to $1.00 Store 
two locations 
CORK LANE EASTWOOD PLAZA 
Rock Drug Store 
Corner Portage & Crosstown Parkway 
Your Complete Drug Store 
Ted's Super Market 
Quality Groceries and Meats 
FI 5-1219 1837 S. WESTNEDGE 
HYBELS PRODUCE COMPANY 
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables 
Quality is Our Trade-Mark 
120 
Congratulations, State High Seniors! 
MILLER - DAVIS COMPANY 
Engineers and Builders 
KALAMAZOO 
Compliments of 
A. M. TODD COMPANY
COMPLIMENTS 
Fidelity Federal Savings & Loan Association 
Insured Savings - Current Rate 3%
315 South Burdick Street 
121 
Milwood Branch Office 
Portage at Cork 

Established 1889 
WHEELER - BLANEY COMPANY 
Plumbing, Heating and Ventilating Engineers 
AUTOMATIC FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENTS 
137 East Water St., Kalamazoo, Mich. Phone 3-2653 
"Elegance in 
Leisurely COMPLIMENTS OF 
Dining" 
THE 
H. R. TERRYBERRY CO. 
THE BLOSSOM SHOPPE 
Quality Flowers and Gifts 
DIAL PHONE Fi 3-2575 
209 Stockbridge Ave. Kalamazoo, Mich. 
OAKLEY & OLDFIELD 
COAL FUELOIL HEATINGEQUIPMENT
SERVEL AIR CONDITIONING
329 S. Pitcher Street Kalamazoo 
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hole] b arr is 
Juv@niln d@linqd@nk 1
No Sir! Not at 
NATIONAL 
Here's a pert and capable goungster 
with plentg on the ball! 
There is so much we read and hear these days about 
juvenile delinquency that we thought it would be a good time to put in a 
word for the many thousands of wonderful teen-age youngsters who are 
part of our growing organization at NATIONAL. Nearly 6,000 teen-age 
boys and girls are employed full or part-time in more than 750 NATIONAL 
Food Stores. These young boys and girls come from all walks of life, and 
are serious in their work with us-quick to learn-and apply themselves 
enthusiastically and whole-heartedly to their work. Their energetic and 
quick responsiveness is a daily pleasure to all of us who work with them 
and to our customers whom they serve. 
So let's not misjudge all teen-agers and other young 
people by what w.e read and hear about juvenile delinquency. For every 
juvenile delinquent there are thousands of wonderful youngsters all over 
America, most of whom are working to help their families, contributing 
towards their own education, and becoming good and useful citizens. 
We at NATIONAL salute America's young people, 
and are fortunate to have so many of them working with us and helping 
us to build for the future, for ourselves and for them. 
5 MODERN STORES 
NOW SERVE THE 
KALAMAZOO AREA ! 
l 002 Portage
3013 Oakland Dr.
4217 S. Portage
1712 S. Westnedge
3520 E. Main St.
I=:. 
e~~VIIIG YOU BITTER 
FINE FISHING TACKLE 
Kalamazoo, Michigan 
Compliments of 
LYON TOOL & DIE 
WORKS, INC. 
• 
LYON STEEL 
PRODUCTS CORP. 
125 
Compliments of 
E. M. SERGEANT
FUEL COMPANY 
IHLING BROTHERS 
EVERARD COMPANY 
259-269 East Michigan Avenue
KALAMAZOO 
UNIFORMS: 
Bands, Army Officers, etc . 
REGALIA: 
Fraternities, Sororities, etc. 
PRINTING: 
and Binding 
OFFICE SUPPLIES: 
and Office Furniture 
KALAMAZOO COLLEGE 
extends congratulations 
to the seniors of State High 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
JOEL M. SHEPHERD FUEL CO. 
126 
A NEW STAR IN 
EDUCATION 
127 
WESTERN 
MICHIGAN 
UNIVERSITY 
SENIORS 
Alquire, Donald 13 
Allen, Mary Lou 13, 71, 75, 77, 79, 85 
Anderson, Diana 13 
Ashley, Susan 13 
Babcock, Craig 13, 28, 56, 83, 88, 90, 98 
Baker, Patricia 13, 81, 92 
Belke, James 12, 14, 28, 71. 75, 81, 85, 86, 89, 98, 104 
Bisceglia, Donald 14, 28, 56, 58, 66, 73, 102 
Blanchette, Joan 14, 70, 71. 73, 74, 76, 78, 85, 92, 101. 
102, 104 
Bommersbach, Robert 14, 28, 64, 98, 103 
Borgman, Patricia 9, 14, 68, 73, 74, 81. 85, 92, 100 
Born, Richard 14, 70, 71, 74, 78, 85, 103 
Bowen, John 15 76, 98 
Boyd, John 15, 29, 56, 58, 65, 70, 71. 72, 88, 93, 98 
Brink, Marilyn 15, 28, 81. 82, 90, 91 
Brown Jim 15, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 71, 73, 74, 75, 78, 93, 
100, 103 
Brown, Nancy 15, 74, 76, 85, 86, 102, 104 
Burke, Sandra 15. 75, 77, 81. 91, 101 
Burling, Barbara 11. 16, 71 73, 74, 79, 85, 102, 104 
Burnett, Rosemary 16, 29, 71. 72, 73, 81, 87, 88, 98 
Carney Mary 16, 71, 76, 79, 85, 92 
Clarke, Roger 16 
Coleman, James 16. 28, 56, 58, 65, 102 
Cook, Tom 16, 56, 58, 71, 93, 100 
Correll, Jan 17, 28, 68, 71. 74, 75, 77, 81. 85, 101, 102 
Crockett Randy 17, 55, 60, 62, 64, 73, 74, 103 
Daugherty, Douglas 17, 56, 58, 97 
Davidson, Daniel 17, 60, 75, 81, 85, 98 
DeKorte, Paul 17, 71. 72, 81. 83, 90, 98 
Ell, Frank 17, 28, 75, 82, 90, 101, 104 
Fuller, Dave 18, 56, 58, 60, 62, 65, 93, 103 
Garside, John 8, 18, 28, 71. 73, 74, 101 
Gaylord, Henry 18, 65, 75 
Gildea, Sharon 18, 28, 74, 77, 79, 81, 85 
Godfrey, Clarke 18, 55, 60, 62, 65, 71. 73, 75, 77, 78, 85, 
88, 93, 103 
Grote, Judy 12, 18, 28, 71, 74, 76, 79, 85, 92, 100, 102, 104 
Hartman, Kenneth 19, 28, 56, 58, 65 103 
Herman David 19 88, 98 
Hotneier, Nancy 19, 73, 75, 79, 85, 92 
Howard, Win 19, 65 
Howson, Richard 19, 55, 60, 62, 66, 73, 79, 93, 98, 100, 103 
Hybels, Saundra 19, 74, 76, 79, 102 
Jennings, Dexter 20, 65, 100 
Kaercher, Carolyn 20, 82, 86, 90 
Kemerling, James 20, 56, 98, 60, 62, 64, 73, 74, 86, 88, 93, 
100, 103 
Lenderink, Andrew 20, 55, 65, 74, 93 
Lennartson, Suzanne 20, 70, 71. 73, 75, 77, 81. 86, 100, 102 
Limpus, Robin 8, 20, 68, 71. 73, 74, 78, 102 · 104 
Ludwig, Roger 11. 21, 56, 58 
Lyon, Penelope 21, 68, 73, 74 
Mabie, Alice 8. 21, 28, 73, 74, 79, 84, 100 
Malone, James 21, 28, 76, 84, 88, 89, 98 
Noyes, Bill 21 
Osterberg, Alice 21, 76 
Passifiume, Joseph 22, 65, 81 
Paull, Patti 22, 72, 76, 81, 104 
Pearson, Jack 22, 55, 67, 77 
Perry, Jan 22, 72, 76, 87, 88 
Perry, Nan 22, 71. 76, 79, 88 
Platt, David 22, 66, 73, 75, 93, 98, 101. 104, 106 
Rock, Judy 9, 23, 72, 74, 79, 85, 101. 102, 104 
Roodberqen, Henry 23 
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Roth, Martha 23, 81 
Sabo, Dennis 12, 23, 56, 58, 71. 72, 88, 103 
Schenkel, Judy 8, 23 
Schroeder, David 23, 55, 60, 75, 78, 88, 98 
Schutz, Carol 24, 71. 73, 74, 85, 92. 101. 102 
Scott, James 24, 77, 88, 93, 98, 103 
Scott, Jon 24, 55, 66, 74, 85 
Simmons, Donald 24, 76, 85, 98 
Siwik, Ronald 24, 55, 65, 93 
Smith, Mary 24, 71, 75, 78, 85 
Smith, Ronald 25, 83, 90 
Sutton, Carol 25, 71. 77, 79, 82, 90 
Taggett. Elizabeth 25. 28, 91. 101 
Thomasma, John 25, 76 
Thorpe, Mary 25 
Todd, Priscilla 8, 25, 73, 77, 102 
Van Horn, Ronald 26, 83 
Van Peenan, Robert 12, 26, 65, 71, 77, 88 
Van Riper, Catharine 26, 28, 73, 74, 81, 83, 86, 90, 102 
Vermeulen, Gary 26, 56, 58, 71. 73, 76, 85, 93, 98, 102 
Wade, Vernor 26, 28, 56, 58, 60, 62, 64, 65, 100, 103 
Wagonmaker, Rodney 26, 56, 58, 73, 93, 100, 102 
Weaver Mike 27, 56, 58, 71, 77, 85, 93, 98 
Wilkins, Karen 27, 85 
Wilsey, Marilynn 27, 73, 74, 85, 100 
Wise, James 27, 65 
Wruble, Gail 27, 29 
JUNIORS 
Anderson, Patricia 37, 40, 74, 80, 85, 86, 88, 106 
Baden, Jacquelyn 37, 82, 87, 90, 95, 96 
Baker, Gail 37, 73, 74, 87, 91 
Balch, Barbara 37, 91 
Baldwin, Marvin 37, 40, 56, 64, 65, 85, 89, 104 
Bean, Elmer 37, 56, 97 
Beloof, Margaret 37, 80, 82, 87, 90, 106 
Blow, Kenneth 37 
Boudeman, John 37, 65, 81 
Boudeman, Sherwood 37, 55, 66, 71, 97, 103 
Bryan, Ruthie 37, 40, 74, 77, 80, 85, 87, 91. 97 
Buchanan, Gail 37, 40, 74, 80, 84, 86, 87, 106 
Caine, Richard 37, 56, 104 
Chapman, Robert 37, 40, 97 
Chojnowski. Linda Jo 37, 40, 82, 90, 95 
Coble, Arion 37, 64, 89, 97 
Cone, David 37, 56, 64, 65, 104 
Connei, Sue 37, 68, 74, 78 
Cooper, Bert 7, 37, 55, 60, 67, 74, 80, 93, 103 
Cross, Gerald 37, 80, 87, 106 
Dargitz, Judith 9, 37, 74, 87, 95 
Dargitz, Sarah 9, 37, 74, 87, 95 
Daugherty, William 37, 56, 64, 85, 97 
Decker, Michael 37, 40, 56, 88, 89, 104 
Dekema, Judith 37, 40, 71, 73, 77, 81. 85, 87 
denOtter, Michael 37, 64 
Enz, Kelvin 37, 83, 89, 90 
Estes, Tim 37, 72, 83, 88, 89, 90, 95, 96 
Garneau, Elizabeth 37, 40, 71. 73, 74, 87, 106 
Gay, Nancee 38, 78, 80 
Gemrich, Edwin 38, 56, 66, 76, 80, 86, 88, 96, 104 
Gibson, Kenwyn 9, 38, 87 
Greanya, Aileen 38, 73, 80, 82, 87, 96 
Gunnette, Karlene 7, 38, 80, 87, 95 
Henshaw, Cullen 35, 38, 40, 56, 60, 67, 74, 80, 85, 89, 100 
Hess, Glenn 38, 64 
Hetrick, Newell 38, 97_ 
Hodgman, Susan 35, 38, 40, 73, 74, 78, 80, 85 
Hosick,i Betsiei38,i 73,i 76,i 85,i 95,i 97i
Howard,i Harryi 38,i 67i..i 72,i 83,i 96,i 98i
Hybels,i Berti 7,i 38,i 71.i 81,i 89,i 95,i 97,i 98,i 101.i 103i
Jacksoni Howardi 38,i 56,i 71.i 104i
Jacobson,i Astridei 38,i 80,i 85i
Johnson,iKareni 38,i 81.i 86,i 91i
Johnson,i Larryi38.i 56,i 60,i 64,i 65,i 102i
Kiino,i Carli 36,i 38,i 56,i 60,i 65,i 71,i 74,i 80,i 85,i 96,i 101,i 104i
Koets,i Roberti 38,i 83,i 98i
Kohrman,i Roberti 7,i 35,i 38,i 56,i 60,i 67,i 71.i 73,i 80,i 93,i 96,i
103,i 104i
Lawson,i Themasi36,i 38,i 40,i 56i 65i 71.i 73,i 85,i 104i
Lemon,i Carolei 38,i 71.i 78,i 80i
Light,i Johni 38,i 40,i 72,i 89i
Lloyd,i Peteri 38,i 56.i 83,i 97i
Locke,i Wendyi 38,i 77,i 87,i 91,i 97i
Nieboer,i Arnoldi 38,i 56,i 65,i 104i
Persons,i Edwardi 38,i 82,i 89i
Persons,i Harrietti 38,i 80i
Potts,i Davidi 38,i 64,i 74,i 97i
Pyne,i Donaldi 38,i 83,i 85.i 88,i 97i
Quiring,i Joannei 35,i 39,i 40,i 73,i 81,i 87,i 91i
Randall.i Geraldi 39,i 60,i 64,i 84,i 103i
Reid,iThomasi39,i 56,i 65,i 80,i 88,i 89,i 98i
Rex,i Sandrai 39,i 72,i 80,i 87,i 106i
Richardson,i Caroli39,i 85,i 91i
Schau,i Georgei39,i 55,i 64,i 65,i 8iI.i 93i
Schrier,i Jacki 39,i 55,i 66,i 89,i IOI.i 103i
Scott.i Lindai 39,i 40,i 76,i 78,i BO.i 85i
Sebaly.i Kimi 39,i 66.i 75,i 77,i 79,i BO,i 85,i 103i
Shakespeare,i Janei 39i
Shand,i Lindai 39,i 74,i 82,i 87,i 90,i 96i
Sheets,i Janeti39,i 87i
Simpson,i Bernannei 39,i 73,i 81,i 87,i 100i
Siwik,i Jamesi 39,i 98i
Skinner,i Teresei 36,i 39,i 40,i 68,i 81i
Squires,iTimi 39,i 72,i 82,i 90i
Standish,i Cheryli 39,i 73,i Bl .i 87,i 95i
Stelma,i Maryi 39,i 76,i 80,i 87,i 88,i 98i
Taylor,i Sandrai 7,i 36,i 39,i 40,i 71.i 76,i 77,i 80,i 84,i 87,i 106i
Valentine,i Ralphi 39,i 40,i 64,i 74,i 97i
VanHceve,i Susani 39,i 87,i 91i
VanTassel,i Jeromei 39,i 40,i 72,i 86,i 87i
Weber,i Pauli39,i 56,i 65,i 83,i 90,i 104i
Weeldreyer,i Jamesi39,i 55,i 60,i 71,i Bl .i 97.i98,i 103i
White,i Deannai 39,i 73,i 76,i 87,i 88,i 94i
Woodruff,i Jamesi 39,i 40,i 73,i 87,i 96,i 101.i 106i
Worden,i Davidi 39,i 56,i 64,i 89,i 97i
Wu,i Eugenei 39,i 86i
Yates,i Williami 39,i 55,i 60,i 67,i 74,i 80,i 97,i 103i
SOPHOMORES 
Anderson,i Davidi 42,i 43,i 46,i 57,i 66,i 71.i 81.i 85,i 94,i 98,i 101i
Arbuckle,i Francesi 41.i 43,i 71.i 72,i 83,i 94,i 104i
Aube,i Geraldi 43,i 57,i 64,i 89i
Awgaitis,i Roberti 43,i 57,i 71,i 74,i 94,i 96,i 104,i 106i
Baden,i Corneliusi 43,i 67,i 83,i 90,i 95i
Bohlman,i Rebeccai 43,i 46,i 95,i 97,i 101i
Baker,i Rodericki 43,i 61,i 64i
Barak,i Lindai 8,i 43,i 97i
Beattie,i Marilyni 43,i 76,i 84,i 94,i 95,i 96,i 101i
Bombich,i Eugenei 9,i 43,i 57,i 65i
Brown,i Georgei 8,i 43,i 46,i 66,i 71.i 94,i 95,i 96,i 98,i 106i
Brown,i Judithi 8,i 43,i 82,i 86,i 92,i 95,i 96i
Browni Thomasi 43,i 56,i 60,i 65,i 73,i 74,i 93,i 96,i 103i
Buelke.i Jeani 43,i 74,i Bl.i 94i
Carlson,i Joni 42,i 43,i 57,i 61.i 64,i 71.i 77,i 94,i 101i
Chandler,i Jeannei 43,i 46,i 96i
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Coggan,i Jamesi 43,i 57,i 65i
Cook,i Davidi 43i
Doerchler,i Erwini 43,i 57,i 61,i 64i
Dooley,i Mariannai 43,i 72,i 82,i 88,i 94i
Dowd,iAlleni43,i 46,i 61,i 65,i 73,i 77,i 81,i 94,i 98i
Doyle,i Richardi 43,i 46,i 95,i 97i
Edwards,i Joni 43,i 61.i 64,i 89i 96i
Egland.i Richardi 43,i 81,i 98i
Faunce,i Susani43,i 8iI.i 96i
Fleckenstein,i Thomasi 43,i 46,i 57,i 61.i 65,i 89i
Forester,i Brendai 41,i 43,i 96i
Gaylord,i Joyi8,i 43,i 77,i 96i
Gildea,i Burlenei 43,i 74,i Bl .i 96,i 97i
Greiner,i Pollyi 43,i 87,i 100i
Grubb,i Judithi 43,i 83,i 90,i 97i
Hackman,i Roberti 44,i 57,i 61,i 64i
Hammond,i Stevei 44,i 57,i 65,i 73,i 98i
Hartman,i Roberti 44,i 57,i 67,i 81.i 95,i 97i
Henry,iCharlesi44,i 46,i 66,i 71.i 72,i 83,i 90,i 96,i 98i
Hilgart,i Susani 44,i 76,i 97i
Hill.i Herschali 44,i 83,i 94i
Householder,i Maryi 44,i 91.i 94i
Jackson,i Emilyi 44,i 73i
Jackson,i Richardi 44,i 57,i 61,i 65,i 100i
Johnson.i Katiei 44,i 68,i 74,i 81.i 96,i 102,i 106i
Johnson,i Weldoni 8,i 41.i 44,i 46,i 57,i 61,i 65,i 98i
Kent,i Wallacei 44,i 46,i Bl.i 82,i 85,i 94,i 98,i 106i
Kersjes,i Kathleeni 44,i 81,i 106i
Kiino,i Evelyni 44,i 75,i 81.i 96i
Kolloff,i Fredericki 44,i 90i
Koons,i Cheryli 44,i 96,i 101i
Lampman,i Richardi 44i
Lenderink,i Timothyi 44,i 46,i 57,i 61,i 64i
Linn,i Patriciai 8,i 44,i 76,i 94i
Maus,i Gretcheni 44,i 76,i 86i
Mimms,i Leei 44,i 74,i 81,i 96,i 106i
Moore,i Carolyni 44,i 76,i 83,i 90,i 97i
Nantz,i Philipi 44,i 57,i 64,i 82,i 95i
Nielsen,i Richardi 44,i 64,i 71.i 82,i 88,i 90,i 94i
Peelen,i Julianai 44,i 76,i 87i
Quandt,i Sandrai 44,i 46,i 85,i 96i
Riley,i Sandrai 44,i 71.i 77,i 82,i 91,i 97,i 100i
Roberts,i Georgei 44,i 67i
Roekle,i Philipi 44,i 67,i 89i
Rogers,i Lindai 44,i 74,i Bl .i 96,i 97i
Schau,i Davidi 41.i 44,i 46,i 81;i94,i 98,i 101i
Schau,i Sandrai Gingeri 45,i 56,i 82,i 96,i 97i
Schau,i Sandrai Janei 45,i 74,i 95,i 96i
Scholten,i Janei 45,i 95,i 96i
Schroeder,i Susani 45,i 73,i 76,i 97,i 106i
Schuur,i Brucei 45i
Selleck,i Karoli 45,i 82,i 91,i 97i
Sheldon,i Davidi 45,i 88,i 89,i 98i
Shepherd,i Carolei 45,i 73,i 74,i 76,i 97i
Simcox,i Joani 45,i 97,i 101i
Simonds,i Adairi 45,i 73,i 74,i 96i
Smith,i Pauli 45,i 95,i 96i
Spaulding,i Sallyi 45,i 76,i 97i
Sugg,i Joei 45,i 56,i 61.i 65,i 81i
Taylor,i Davidi 42,i 45,i 57,i 61,i 64,i 89i
Thurston,i Jamesi 45,i 89i
Tiefenthal.i Susani 45,i 46,i 72,i 81,i 94i
Tobias,i Sharoni45,i 96i
Todd,i Alberti 45,i 57,i 61,i 64,i 74,i 89i
Tracy,i Roberti 45,i 46,i 57,i 66,i 94i
VanPeenan,i Marthai 45,i 71.i 73,i 96,i 97i
VanRiper,i Susani42,i 45,i73,i82,i90,i97i
,1 
Wenner, Stephanie 9, 45, 73, 77, 96, 97 
Wheeler, Kippert 45, 66, 88, 96, 98 
Whitbeck, William 45, 57, 61, 66, 73, 78, 98 
White, Linda 45, 46, 82, 96 
White, Nancy 45, 91, 97 
Wilcox, Cherrill 45, 91 
Wilkins, James 45, 46, 57 
Wilson, Sherry 45, 76, 85, 86, 91, 95, 101 
Winchell, Lawrence 45, 57, 67, 97 
Wise, Mary 45, 95, 97 
Woodward, Judy 45, 82, 91, 97 
FRESHMEN 
Allen, Fred 49, 61, 64, 75, 81, 94, 97, 98 
Baker, James 49, 52, 83, 97 
Barthold, Charles 49, 57, 61, 67, 97 
Birch, James 47, 49, 57, 61, 64, 71, 82, 98 
Blankenburg, Bonita 49, 52, 71, 73, 74, 92, 97, 102 
Boudeman, Diana 49, 87 
Boudeman, Martha 49, 73, 92, 97 
Boyce, Cynthia 49, 75, 87 
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